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Abstract
We consider the problem of communication over a channel with a causal jamming adversary
subject to quadratic constraints. A sender Alice wishes to communicate a message to a
receiver Bob by transmitting a real-valued length-n codeword x = (x1, . . . , xn) through a
communication channel. Alice and Bob do not share common randomness. Knowing Alice’s
encoding strategy, a jammer James chooses a real-valued length-n adversarial noise sequence
s = (s1, . . . , sn) in a causal manner: each st (1 ≤ t ≤ n) can only depend on (x1, . . . , xt).
Bob receives y, the sum (over R) of Alice’s transmission x and James’ jamming vector s,
and is required to reliably estimate Alice’s message from this sum.
In this work we characterize the channel capacity for such a channel as the limit superior
of the optimal values Cn
(
P
N
)
of a series of optimizations. Upper and lower bounds on Cn
(
P
N
)
are provided both analytically and numerically. Interestingly, unlike many communication
problems, in this causal setting Alice’s optimal codebook may not have a uniform power
allocation — for certain SNR a codebook with a two-level uniform power allocation results in
a strictly higher rate than a codebook with a uniform power allocation would.
Index terms— Online Adversary, Quadratically Constrained Channel, Channel Capacity
1 Introduction
A transmitter Alice wishes to reliably send a message w to a receiver Bob. To do this, she first
encodes the message w to a codeword x. The codeword x is set to be a length-n real-valued
sequence x = x1, . . . , xn (satisfying the power constraint specified later in (1). Alice then
transmits the coordinates x1, x2, . . . , xn one-by-one through a channel. During each time-step
t ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the coordinate xt is transmitted. However, there is an adversarial jammer James
sitting in between Alice and Bob. James maliciously controls the communication channel and he
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is able to add (coordinate-by-coordinate over R) a sequence s = s1, . . . , sn of real-valued noise to
x. Prior to transmitting a specific x, both James and Bob know the potential corresponding
codewords for each message and their distributions1. But since Alice sends the codeword
sequentially, James is restricted to choose s in the following causal manner: at each time-step t,
the noise st has to be decided at the current time right after James observes the coordinates
x1, x2 up to xt, i.e., each st should be selected as a function of (x1, . . . , xt) without knowing the
coordinates xt+1, . . . , xn in the future. To decode the transmitted message, Bob waits until he
receives the corrupted codeword y = x + s.
Let P and N be positive constants. The codeword x and the sequence s must satisfy the
following quadratic constraints:
n∑
t=1
x2t ≤ nP, (1)
n∑
t=1
s2t ≤ nN. (2)
The constants P and N can be considered respectively as the signal power and noise power
for Alice and James.
The fundamental problem for point-to-point communication over such a channel is as follows.
“How can Alice transmit as many messages as possible while ensuring Bob is able to decode them
with high probability regardless of James’s jamming actions?” In this work we characterize the
channel capacity for such a channel. Denoting by Ccau
(
P
N
)
(as a function of SNR = PN ) the
corresponding capacity for a causal channel with quadratic constraints, we show that for all
1In the general scenario considered in this work, the message and codeword are random variables W and X.
Alice is able to stochastically select codewords for each message according to the distribution pX|W . In this case, we
assume the distribution pX|W is accessible to both James and Bob. Hence there is no shared private randomness
between Alice and Bob. Prior to the communication, everything that Bob knows, so does James.
Figure 1: A graphical representation of known results for AVCs without common randomness,
parametrized by the delay parameter ∆.
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P > 0 and N > 0,
Ccau
(
P
N
)
= lim sup
n→∞
Cn
(
P
N
)
. (3)
Here, each Cn
(
P
N
)
is the optimal value of an optimization problem presented in (P1.1)-(P1.6).
1.1 Related Work
1.1.1 Quadratic Constraints
The quadratic constraints presented in (1) and (2) are traditional assumptions in Shannon’s
communication model [1]. A particular signal can be considered as a point in an n-dimensional
space where the dimension n depends on the time interval. In this sense, the quadratic constraints
P and N provide natural restrictions on the power of Alice and James respectively.
A standard assumption in classical coding theory is that the n-dimensional noise vector
chosen by the adversary James depends on the entire n-dimensional vector transmitted by Alice,
ignoring the impact of James’ potential lack of foreknowledge of Alice’s future transmissions.
A finer classification of adversarial jamming problems based on causality assumptions, is as
follows:
1.1.2 Classes of Adversaries
Two types of adversaries that are not considered in this paper are also widely studied in the
community.
Oblivious Suppose James is not aware of the truly transmitted codeword x. In this case,
he has to select the adversarial noise s entirely blindly. Lapidoth [2] studied additive noise
channels with power-constrained (but arbitrary) noise.Using the same terminology in [3], we say
James is an oblivious adversary. The corresponding channel capacity is known in [3, 4] to be
Cob =
1
2 log2
(
1 + PN
)
if P > N and 0 otherwise.
Omniscient On the other hand, suppose James knows exactly the transmitted codeword x
before selecting the adversarial noise s. We say such an adversary is omniscient. In this case,
the exact channel capacity Comni is still unknown. Some upper and lower bounds can be found
in [5, 6]. In particular, a lower bound corresponding to the quadratically constrained version of
the Gilbert–Varshamov (GV) bound can be found in [5], and an upper bound corresponding
to the quadratically constrained version of the Plotkin bound can be found in [6]. The former
shows that a positive rate is possible even against an omniscient adversary if P > 2N , and the
latter shows that the capacity of a channel with an omniscient adversary is zero when P ≤ 2N .
Generalizations of both results will be useful in our causal quadratically constrained arguments
as well.
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Kabatiansky and Levenshtein in [7] derived the tightest known outer bounds2. In Figure 2,
we plot the GV-type bound in [5] and the LP bound in [7] , together with the omniscient capacity
Cob, as references for our results in this work.
Causal The primary focus of this work is on causal adversaries. Channels with causal adver-
saries can be considered as a special case of arbitrarily varying channels (AVCs) [8, 9]. The
causality assumption is physically reasonable in many engineering situations. In [10] (c.f., in
page 224), an arbitrarily “star” varying channel is introduced such that at each time step t, the
state st can only depend on previously transmitted symbols x1, . . . , xt−1. Yet, as mentioned
in [10], the general problem has not been fully tackled. It turns out that techniques from previous
works on AVCs cannot be applied directly to channels with causal adversaries. The capacities of
channels with causal adversaries are known in some special cases. For example, recent papers by
Dey et al. [11] and Chen et al. [12] characterize the capacity region of binary bit-flip channels
with causal (online) adversaries. The results in [13] extend these techniques to characterize the
capacities of q-ary additive-error/erasure channels. Also, the capacities of binary erasure channels
with causal adversaries are known by [12, 14]. Dey et al. [15, 16] considered a “delayed” causal
adversary such that the state st is only decided by x1, . . . , xt−∆ where ∆ can be an arbitrarily
small (but constant) fraction of the code block-length n.
At the risk of missing much of the relevant literature, we summarize below the known results,
parametrized by the delay parameter ∆ going from −n to n.
In general, adversaries with causality constraints may be weaker than omniscient adversaries,
and stronger than oblivious adversaries. Hence characterization of the capacity of causal
adversaries may help with characterization of the hard open problem of characterizing the
communication capacity in the presence of omniscient adversaries. For notational simplicity, in
the remaining sections we often omit the subscript and write C = Ccau.
Our main contributions are presented as below.
1.2 Main Contributions
As our main result, we show that the capacity is the lim sup of the sequence {Cn}n≥1 as given in
(3). Here, each Cn is the optimal objective value of the following optimization:
2The linear programming (LP) bound they derived was for spherical codes, but it can be directly extended to
an outer bound on sphere packings.
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Scaled Babble-Push Optimization with Optimal Value Cn
sup
P
inf
N
min
1≤m≤n
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
(P1.1)
subject to
n∑
t=1
Pt ≤ nP, (P1.2)
n∑
t=1
Nt ≤ nN, (P1.3)
nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ 2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt, (P1.4)
Nt ≤ Pt, for all t = 1, . . . ,m, (P1.5)
Pt > 0, Nt > 0, for all t = 1, . . . , n. (P1.6)
The vectors P = P1, . . . , Pn and N = N1, . . . , Nn are both length-n vectors with non-negative
values from R, and respectively chosen from the signal power set P and noise power set N
defined in Section 3.1. They can be considered as the per coordinate average power allocation for
Alice’s codewords x, and James’ jamming vectors s, satisfying respectively:
Pt, Nt > 0, for t = 1, . . . , n, and
n∑
t=1
Pt ≤ nP,
n∑
t=1
Nt ≤ nN, .
The inner minimization in the optimization problem in (P1.1) is over all coordinates m ∈
{1, . . . , n}. Further, note that besides satisfying the signal and jamming power constraints in
(P1.2) and (P1.3), and the positivity constraints in (P1.6), Alice and James’ power allocations
are also required to satisfy the energy bounding condition (P1.4). Constraint (P1.5) guarantees
that the objective function is always nonnegative.
Some intuition connecting the physical meaning of these constraints and corresponding
optimization, and the underlying causal capacity problem, will be provided in Section 3.2 later.
Furthermore, Figure 4 in Section 3.2 gives a pictorial representation.
In particular, based on the optimization above, we show the following converse and achiev-
ability, proved in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively.
• Converse: Borrowing the idea of the “babble-and-push” attack from [11] (also [5, 17]),
we design a new attack for James that is called “scaled babble-and-push” in Section 5.
Based on that attack, we show that for sufficiently large block-length n, any code (either
5
deterministic or stochastic) with rate larger than Cn has a non-vanishing average probability
of error. Hence, C ≤ lim supn→∞Cn. We summarize our claim formally in Theorem 1.
• Achievability: Motivated by the stochastic encoder designed in [12], we construct an
ensemble of concatenated codes (with independent stochasticity in each chunk) in Section 6.
We show that for n sufficiently large, there exists a concatenated stochastic code with
rate smaller than Cb√nc such that the corresponding maximal probability of error is
asymptotically zero (in n). Hence, C ≥ lim supn→∞Cb√nc. We summarize our claim
formally in Theorem 2.
• Channel Capacity: Corollary 1 combines the achievability and the converse to show a tight
characterization of the channel capacity, as the lim supn→∞Cn (when P > 2N). However,
it is not immediately clear that this optimization is numerically tractable even for fixed
(but large) n, since in principle it would involve optimizing over Rn × Rn × {1, . . . , n}.
We thus provide both upper and lower bounds on Cn in Section 3.5. Interestingly, the
optimizing codebook for may not have a uniform power allocation.
Figure 3 below summarizes the known results. The two dotted curves represent upper/lower
bounds on Comni. The solid curve is of values equal to the oblivious capacity Cob =
1
2 log2
(
1 + PN
)
when P ≥ 2N and zero otherwise. The blue and red curves are lower bound
and upper bound respectively on Cn with n = 500.
1.3 Outline
The remaining content is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we specify our model. Our main
results are summarized in Section 3. In Section 5, we describe the “scaled babble-and-push”
attack for James and provide a sketch of proof for our converse. A stochastic concatenated
code construction is given in Section 6, which implies the achievability. The detailed proofs are
provided in Appendix B.2.
2 Model and Preliminaries
In this section, we describe the channel model being considered. Before going to the definitions,
we first formalize the notation for the remaining subsections.
2.1 Notation
Let || · || denote the `2-norm. Throughout the paper, let log (·) denote the logarithm with base
2. We use E [·] to denote the expectation of random variables if the underlying probability
distribution is clear. The symbol (·) , (·) appears in the first time when the notation on the
LHS is defined to be that of the RHS.
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Figure 2: Summary of known bounds for quadratically constrained channels with omni-
scient/oblivious adversaries together with bounds on Cn (n = 500) derived in this work.
2.1.1 Sequences
Boldface lowercase letters x, y and s are used to represent particular realizations of the transmitted
and received codewords. Correspondingly, when capital letters such as X, Y or S are used,
we consider the transmitted and received codewords as random sequences. We will follow this
convention strictly in the remaining subsections. Unhiglighted lowercase letters such as letter x, y
and s represent the coordinates of the aforementioned sequences. The distribution or probability
density function of a random variable X is written as pX. Sometimes for a well-specified event E ,
PrX (E) means the probability that E occurs with the randomness of X. Sometime the subscripts
are omitted if there is no confusion. In our problem, since X, S and Y are over continuous
alphabets, the probabilities considered are often Lebesgue integrals. We only consider those
distributions for the random sequences X, S and Y such that all integrals in the following
contexts are well-defined.
Let m be an integer between 1 and n. The m-prefix X≤m = X1 . . . Xm of X is a subsequence
that contains the first m coordinates of X. The m-suffix X>m = Xm+1 . . . Xn of X represents
the remaining last n−m coordinates. The symbol ◦ is used to denoted the concatenation of two
sequences. For example, we can write X = X≤m ◦X>m.
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2.1.2 Sets
We use calligraphic symbols to denote sets, e.g., X ,S, Y and C. When the elements in a set are
stochastically generated, we use a slightly different symbol for the set. For example, we use the
symbol C as the stochastic version for C.
We refer to the three n-dimensional balls below frequently:
X ,
{
x ∈ Rn : ||x||2 ≤ nP
}
,
S ,
{
s ∈ Rn : ||s||2 ≤ nN
}
,
Y ,
{
y ∈ Rn : ||y||2 ≤ n
(√
P +
√
N
)2}
.
2.2 Communication Model
As mentioned above, a channel with quadratic constraints P and N is a communication system
comprising of three parties–a transmitter Alice, an adversary James, and a receiver Bob. During
transmission, first, a message W is chosen uniformly at random. Next, based on this selected
message, Alice encodes the message into a transmitted codeword X. Then she transmits it through
a contaminated channel where James attacks casually with an additive adversarial noise S. The
received codeword Y = X + S then arrives at Bob’s side and an estimated message V is finally
decoded.
Let n > 0 be an integer representing the block-length of X,S and Y. Next, we give formal
definitions of W,X,S,Y and V .
2.2.1 Selected Message W
Let W denote the source message set, a discrete set with each message w ∈ W having equal
probability of being generated by the source. Denote by W the selected message defined as a
random variable in W with a probability mass function pW such that for all w ∈ W,
pW (w) =
1
|W| .
2.2.2 Transmitted Codeword X
For each message w ∈ W , the corresponding transmitted codeword X (w) = X1 (w) , . . . , Xn (w) is
a random sequence in X specified by a probability density function pX|W satisfying the property
that for all w ∈ W, x ∈ X , we have∫
x∈X
pX|W (x|w) dx = 1.
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We sometime use the alternative notation pX(w) for pX|W . We denote C ⊆ X the collection of
codewords containing all of the transmitted codewords. The collection of codewords is the set
C = ⋃|W|w=1 C (w), where each partial collection C (w) in the union is the set containing all possible
codewords for a fixed message w.
2.2.3 (Causal) Adversarial Noise S
The adversarial noise sequence S = S1 . . . , Sn is a random sequence in S, with a potential
dependence (described below) on the transmitted code X. The corresponding probability density
function pS|X satisfies for all x (w) ∈ X ,∫
s∈S
pS|X (s|x) ds = 1.
Moreover, pS|X (s|x) can be decomposed into a product of n conditional probabilities such
that for all x ∈ X and s ∈ S,
pS|X (s|x) ,
n∏
t=1
pSt|S≤t−1,X
(
st
∣∣s≤t−1,x) . (4)
In particular, we assume the following causality property :
Definition 1 (Causality Property). A probability density function pS|X (s|x) is said to have the
causality property if each conditional probability
pSt|S≤t−1,X
(
st
∣∣s≤t−1,x)
in (4) above satisfies that for all x ∈ X , s ∈ S and t = 1, . . . , n,
pSt|S≤t−1,X
(
st
∣∣s≤t−1,x)
=pSt|S≤t−1,X≤t
(
st
∣∣s≤t−1,x≤t) . (5)
In other words, the t-th adversarial noise St is independent of the future coordinates X>t
conditioned on (X≤t,S≤t−1), i.e., St ←→ (X≤t,S≤t−1)←→ X>t is a Markov chain3.
Denote by P the set of all probability density functions pS|X satisfying the causality property
above. Moreover, noting that Y = X + S, we let Q be the set of all probability density functions
pY|X with an underlying causal distribution pS|X.
3In our achievability, we obtain a stronger result by allowing James to know the transmitted message w. In
that case, his strategy is specified by pS|X,W , and causality means that St ←→ (X≤t,S≤t−1,W ) ←→ X>t is a
Markov chain
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2.2.4 Received Codeword Y
The received codeword Y is a summation of X and S. By definition, random sequence Y in Y
has a marginal distribution pY:
pY (y) =
1
|W|
|W|∑
w=1
pY|W (y|w) (6)
where for all y ∈ S and w ∈ W, the conditional distribution pY|W (y|w) is
pY|W (y|w) ,
∫
x∈C(w)
pX|W (x|w) pS|X (y − x|x) dx. (7)
2.2.5 Estimated Message V
Given a received codeword y ∈ Y, an estimate v ∈ W is chosen4 according to the conditional
distribution pV |Y. The marginal distribution pV of the estimated message denoted by V is
pV (v) =
∫
y∈Y
pV |Y (v|y) pY (y) dy, for all v ∈ W. (8)
For fixed block-length n, number of messages |W| and signal power P , a (|W| , n, P )-code
represented by
(
pX|W , pV |Y
)
is a pair of two distributions for encoding and decoding respectively.
There may be more than one codeword corresponding to a single message. We call such a
code stochastic, in contrast to a deterministic code with a one-to-one mapping between messages
and codewords.
Remark 1. We assume that the distribution pX|W and pV |Y are known to every party in the
system. In other words, there is no secrecy between Alice and Bob and they cannot share any
randomness with each other.
The communication model described above is illustrated as a schematic diagram in Figure 3.
4Note that we can generalize this definition such that the estimate is not necessarily in the message set W. As
later in Section 6.2, when a decoding error occurs, a symbol error outside the message set W will be decoded.
W x1, . . . , xt−1, xtXt+1, . . . , Xn
⊕
Y V
s1, . . . , st−1 St St+1, . . . , Sn
pX|W pV |Y
Figure 3: System diagram for the t-th transmission.
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2.2.6 Probability of Error
Fix a selected message w ∈ W . Consider an (|W| , n)-code (pX|W , pV |Y). Consider a (|W| , n, P )-
code
(
pX|W , pV |Y
)
. According to our definitions,
Pr (V 6= w|W = w) =∑
v 6=w
∫
s
∫
x
pX|W (x|w) pS|X (s|x) pV |Y (v|x + s) dxds (9)
where the integrals are taken over s ∈ S and x ∈ C (w) respectively.
We now define the two notions of probability of error considered in this work.
Definition 2 (Probability of Error). The average probability of error is defined to be
PnAvg , sup
pS|X∈P
1
|W|
|W|∑
w=1
Pr (V 6= w|W = w) . (10)
The maximal probability of error considered in this work is defined to be
PnMax , max
w∈W
sup
pS|X
Pr (V 6= w|W = w) .
Remark 2. Note that the maximal probability of error is always greater than the average
probability of error. Therefore, to obtain a slightly stronger result, Theorem 1 (converse) in
Section 3 involves the average probability of error while the maximal probability of error is used
in the Theorem 2 (achievability).
Remark 3. Note that in the average probability PnAvg, the supremum over the set of causal
distributions pS|X is taken before the choice of the message w and in the average probability PnAvg,
the corresponding supremum is taken after the selection of w. This gives us a stronger result
since without knowing w, James is still able to conduct his attack in the proof of Theorem 1. On
the other hand, Bob’s decoder used for the proof of Theorem 2 still works even if James knows
the transmitted message a priori.
With the notions of probability of error as defined above, we are ready to define the achievable
rate for a causal channel with quadratic constraints.
Definition 3 (Achievable Rate). A rate R(P,N) is achievable under an average probability of
error criterion for a causal channel with quadratic constraints if for any ε > 0, there exists an
infinite sequence of (|W| , n, P )-codes (not necessarily one for each n) satisfying
1
n
log |W| = R(P,N) (11)
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such that the corresponding average probability of error is bounded from above as PnAvg < ε for
every positive integer k. Analogously, a rate R(P,N) is achievable under a maximal probability
of error criterion by replacing PnAvg with P
n
Max.
The causal capacity Ccau is defined as the supremum of all achievable rates.
A rate is achievable if and only if there exists a code such that are infinitely many block-lengths
satisfy equality (11). Thus if we can find a sequence of (|W| , n)-codes with 1n log |W| = Cn such
that the corresponding maximal probability vanishes as n goes to infinity, then we can bound the
capacity from below by lim supn→∞Cn, for the reason that there always exists a subsequence
{Cnk} of {Cn} such that
lim
k→∞
Cnk = lim sup
n→∞
Cn.
3 Main Results
3.1 Optimization Formalism
Fix any sufficiently large block-length n ≥ 1.
In this work we convert the problem of characterizing the capacity region of a causal channel
with quadratic constraints, to one of optimizing a certain function under certain constraints.
Definition 4 (Signal Power Set). The signal power set P denotes the set containing all length-n
non-negative real sequences P = P1, . . . , Pn satisfying
Pt > 0, t = 1, . . . , n,
n∑
t=1
Pt ≤ nP.
Definition 5 (Noise Power Set). The noise power set N denotes the set containing all length-n
non-negative real sequences N = N1, . . . , Nn satisfying
Nt > 0, t = 1, . . . , n,
n∑
t=1
Nt ≤ nN.
Based on the two sets above, we reprise the optimization stated in Section 1.2.
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Reference Optimization with Optimal Value Cn
sup
P
inf
N
min
1≤m≤n
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
subject to P ∈ P,
N ∈ N ,
Nt ≤ Pt
for all t = 1, . . . ,m,
nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt.
(P1)
Instead of directly describing the optimization problem (P1), we consider a closely related
optimization problem (P2) defined in Section 4. This optimization problem corresponds to a
specific jamming strategy that James can follow. The only difference between (P1) and (P2) is a
slackness parameter τ , discussed below.
We now provide some intuition to motivate the connection between the optimization problem
above and the underlying physical communication problem.
3.2 Intuition behind the Formalism
Consider the sets P and N . The sequences P ∈ P and N ∈ N can be regarded as per coordinate
average power allocations decided by Alice (for her transmitted codebook) and James (for his
jamming sequence). For them, the total budgets of power are nP and nN respectively. That is,
Pt is the average (over the message probability distribution pW and the codeword probability
distribution pX|W ) of (Xt)2, and Nt is the average (over Alice’s message probability distribution
pW , the codeword probability distribution pX|W , and James’ (causal) jamming distribution pS|X)
of (St)
2. Note that Alice has to design her codebook without knowing the specific jamming
sequence that James will instantiate, hence the sequence {P1, . . . , Pn} is a function only of pW
and pX|W . On the other hand, James can choose his jamming sequence as a function (satisfying
the causality condition) of pW , pX|W and pS|X.
Due to the causality constraint on James, he does not know the transmitted codeword x
exactly. However, he can still learn information from the probability distribution of X, given the
transmitted message. Since James knows the distribution pX|W , each t-th expectation E[|Xt|2]
is available to James.
Definition 6 (t-th Average Power). The t-th average power denoted by Pt of an (|W| , n)-code
13
(
pX|W , pV |Y
)
is defined as the expectation of each Xt
Pt , E
[
|Xt|2
]
=
1
|W|
|W|∑
w=1
∫
xt∈R
|xt|2 p(xt|w)dxt. (12)
Abusing the notation P, denote by P = P1, . . . , Pn the sequence of average powers. We call P
the average power allocation sequence. Since the transmitted codeword x is in the n-dimensional
ball X , it follows that P ∈ P.
Knowing P, James selects his own power allocation represented by a sequence N = N1, . . . , Nn
in N . Moreover, James uses a two-stage attack that we call scaled-babble and push. He first
selects a division point m. Based on the point m, James attacks the m-prefix x≤m and the
m-suffix x>m differently.
For all t ≤ m in the prefix, James chooses each coordinate of his jamming sequence St as the
sum of a deterministic and a stochastic component. The deterministic component corresponds
to −αXt (justifying the word “scaled” in the name scaled-babble and push, with α equaling
N∗t /Pt where P is the average power allocation sequence defined in Definition 6 above and N∗
corresponds to the optimal solution of (P2) with P fixed. The stochastic component corresponds
to zero-mean Gaussian noise (justifying the word “babble”) with variance N∗t (1−N∗t /Pt).
For each coordinate t > m in the suffix, James tries to actively “push” the suffix of x towards
some codeword x corresponding to a message other than the one Alice is actually transmitting.
Specifically, the noise st added equals (xt − xt)/2.
Analytically, we show in Lemma 4 (Inequality (106)) that the objective function 12n
∑m
t=1 log
Pt
Nt
corresponds to the normalized mutual information between transmitted codeword prefix X≤m
and and the received codeword prefix Y≤m over the AWGN instantiated by the first stage
(scaled-babble) of James’ attack. This can be used to show that with significant probability, the
x chosen by James to push in the second stage corresponds to a message u different than Alice’s
true message w.
Then in the push stage, the energy-bounding condition plays a part in our optimization
framework since we can show (in Lemma 4) that if the following inequality
nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ 2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt (13)
is satisfied, then James’s attack can be successful with positive probability, as Theorem 1 states.
Roughly speaking, this is because one can use a version of the Plotkin bound [18] to show that
“not too many” pairs of codewords can be “too far apart”.
Since the division point m of the stages can be chosen anywhere between 1 and n by James,
by first minimizing over 1 ≤ m ≤ n and the sequence N ∈ N and then maximizing over the
sequence P ∈ P (or, this can be considered as a maximization over the distribution of X), we
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form the optimizations (P2) and (P3) in Section 4. Solving (P2) therefore gives an upper bound
on the causal capacity, since if Alice tried to transmit at a rate higher than the optimizing value
of (P2), the arguments above ensure that James’ scaled-babble and push attack works with
positive probability.
Arguing that essentially the same rate (as the optimal value of (P3)) is achievable regardless
of which causal jamming strategy James employs requires a different argument. To this end, we
analyze yet another optimization problem (P3) given in Section 4.
Again, note the differences between (P3) and (P1)/(P2) (apart from changes in the names
of variables). One (minor) change is that the slackness γ is in the opposite direction from
the slackness τ in the converse optimization (P2) — this “slackness reversing” phenomenon is
common in many communication problems. Another change is that the code construction arising
from (P3) will have the n coordinates distributed into K chunks5, and hence the variables Φ and
Ψ actually denote the average power per chunk, rather than per coordinate.
Our code comprises of K chunks with independent stochasticity in each chunk. Specifically,
for each message w ∈ W , and each chunk T ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, we choose 2β (β is a constant specified
in (60)) codewords uniformly at random from the surface of a n/K-dimensional ball of radius√
Φ∗T . Here Φ
∗
T is the value for ΦT arising from the optimization (P3). Hence for each message
w, in each chunk there are 2β many potential codewords that Alice can transmit, and indeed,
Alice chooses one of them uniformly at random to transmit.
Before discussing Bob’s decoder, a short discussion of list-decoding in the context of quadrat-
ically constrained channels is in order. List-decoding is a powerful primitive introduced by
Elias [19] that guarantees that if a suitable code is used by Alice and Bob, even an omniscient
jammer James is unable to confuse Bob “too much” — he can always ensure that given his
observation, Bob can use an appropriate decoder and ensure that Alice’s transmitted message
is within a small list. In our specific scenario with quadratic constraints, it turns out that the
objective function in (P3) corresponds to the list-decoding capacity for a transmission of length
µ. This is not a coincidence — as shown in [20] (albeit not for continuous alphabet channels,
and without an input power constraint), the list-decoding capacity of an AVC can be written
as the mutual information between the transmission X and the received vector Y (minimized
over all possible stochastic channels that can be instantiated by James). Further, as shown by
Sarwate in [17], this mutual information has per-coordinate form (1/2) log(Pt/Nt). There are
indeed some technical differences between “usual” list-decoding and the notion we need in this
work6, but these can be resolved with some thought.
5The specific value of K does not matter too much, and can be chosen from a wide range — for concreteness,
we later set it to equal
√
n.
6(i) The chunked structure of our codes is somewhat different than the “usual” random code ensemble used
in the analysis of list-decoding. Nonetheless, careful analysis shows that list-decoding is possible even for most
codes drawn from the ensemble of codes in this work. (ii) Since we use chunk-wise stochastic encoding, but Bob
only cares about Alice’s message, not her transmitted codeword, we distinguish between message list-decoding
and codeword list-decoding. It turns out that the former suffices for our purpose — indeed, the latter is in general
not possible, since James can add “a lot of noise” to some chunks, and therefore introduce “a lot of confusion”
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We then show in Lemma 7 and 8 that regardless of the jamming sequence James chooses,
there always exists a certain critical chunk index µ1 (potentially but not necessarily related to
James’ division point µ) such that Bob can list-decode to a “small” set of messages using the
prefix y≤m, and the suffix y>m satisfies the energy-bounding condition in 13 (with appropriate
slack).
This suggests a structure for Bob’s decoder — that he list-decodes using the prefix, and then
somehow uses the suffix to whittle down the list to a single element. However, two challenges
immediately present themselves. For one, it is unclear what value Bob should use for µ, since
based on his observation of the sum of Alice’s transmission and James’ jamming sequence it
isn’t clear how he can estimate µ. For another, even if he were able to estimate µ, it isn’t clear
how Bob can reduce his list-size — as coding theory shows us, omniscient jammers can be very
powerful/confusing.
To handle the first issue, Bob’s decoder is structured as an iterative decoder — Bob first
“guesses” a potential value µ0 (this is called the starting point of decoding of the iterations
defined in Definition 13) for µ, and, knowing Alice’s message rate calculates an upper bound
Fµ0 (this is the first coordinate of the budget reference sequence F defined in Definition 12)
on how much adversarial noise up to chunk µ0 could be tolerated if Bob were to list-decode
at this chunk. He then checks to see if this value µ0 is “plausible”. “Plausible” here means
that if Bob tried to list-decode using µ0, then there should be a “reasonable” suffix X≤µ0 (in
Alice’s code) corresponding to exactly one message in the list of messages obtained via to the
prefix. “Reasonable” means that this suffix X>µ0 is relatively close to Bob’s observed suffix
Y>µ0 , about
√
nN − Fµ0 . If this chunk does turns out to be plausible, then Bob outputs message
corresponding to this “reasonable” suffix. If not, Bob increments µ0 by one and repeats.
Our analysis of this encoder-decoder pair then proceeds by showing two facts. First, we show
that if Bob’s estimate of µ is indeed “correct, then with high probability over the stochasticity in
Alice’s encoding, Bob’s decoder outputs the correct answer. Second, we show that for incorrect
values of µ, with high probability over the stochasticity in Alice’s encoding, Bob’s decoder detects
that this µ is implausible.
Both these arguments rely critically on the fact that when James is choosing his jamming
sequence in chunk T he has no way of knowing the stochasticity that Alice will use in future
chunks (even though James may well be able to decode Alice’s message fairly early on). Hence,
regardless of the list he chooses to impose on Bob via the prefix, with high probability over the
specific suffix that Alice transmits, there will be no “reasonably close” suffix for any u 6= w in
this list. Proving such a fact requires one to prove a somewhat subtle “code goodness” property,
analogous to the one in [12], which may be viewed as a generalization of a Gilbert-Varsahmov-type
about the specific stochastic codeword transmitted in those chunks. (iii) Another relatively straightforward issue
pertains to the fact that Alice and James may use non-uniform power allocations. Concavity properties of the
logarithm function allow us to generalize list-decoding even to such non-uniform distributions.
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Below we visualize the energy-bounding condition by plotting Alice’s remaining energy∑n
t=t1+1
Pt, and James’ remaining energy
∑n
t=t1+1
Nt multiplied by 2 as two decreasing functions
parametrized by t1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In this way, the first index where these two curves intersect
equals the optimal division point with fixed power allocations P and N.
Figure 4: A graphical representation of a sample realization of Alice’s power allocation sequence
P and James’ power allocation sequence (normalized by a factor of 2) N. The x-axis denotes the
time index t, the solid curve denotes Alice’s residual power (nP −∑ti=1 Pi), and the dashed curve
denotes James’ (normalized) residual power (2nN−2∑ti=1Ni). For the given P and N sequences,
the first point of intersection of the two curves is the minimizing m in optimization (P1). When
considering optimizations (P2) and (P3), the plots of P and 2N should be slightly tweaked to
reflect the slackness parameters τ and γ respectively — we do not depict these impacts in this
figure.
3.3 Converse
Based on the optimal value Cn, below we state our converse result for causal channels with
quadratic constraints.
Theorem 1 (Converse). Consider a causal channel with quadratic constraints P > 0 and N > 0.
Let ε > 0. For any code with rate satisfying R = Cn+ 3ε, the corresponding average probability of
error can always be bounded from below as PnAvg = Ω (ε) for any block-length n sufficiently large.
7The potential subtlety, and the difference from a Gilbert-Varshamov-type worst-case distance guarantee arises
from the fact that we only require such code goodness for most possible suffixes conditioned in the prefix James
observes, rather than all prefixes. Indeed, requiring a “for all” rather than a “for most” guarantee would be too
ambitious, as can be seen by noting that if James were to know the specific suffix that Alice would transmit,
then he could potentially choose the prefix list of messages to impose on Bob in a manner so that there would be
a corresponding suffix for some u 6= w in the list that would ıalso be “reasonably” close. Hence James’ causal
restriction is critically used here.
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Note that from Theorem 1 we can deduce that any rate R ≥ Cn + 3ε is not achievable, since
the corresponding average probability of error is always bounded from below by a constant that
is independent of the block-length n.
Outline of Proof:
The proof follows by specifying a causal adversary based on the optimizing N in (P1). The
adversary uses a particular attack, called scaled-babble and push. This attack successes with a
constant probability given a large enough block-length n. The details can be found in Section 5.

3.4 Achievability
We also have the following achievability result.
Theorem 2 (Achievability). Consider a causal channel with quadratic constraints P > 0 and
N > 0. Let ε > 0. There exists a code with rate satisfying R = Cb√nc − ε and the corresponding
maximal probability of error satisfying
PnMax = exp
(
−Ω
(
(n+ ln ε) e
√
n − n
ε
))
+ exp (−Ω (n))
for any block-length n sufficiently large.
Outline of Proof:
Using the optimizing power allocation sequence P in optimization (P1), Alice generate a
stochastic code by concatenating independent chunks of sub-codewords. We show that the
generated code ensures a vanishing maximal probability of error under any possible causal attack
of James.
The proof sketches of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 above can be found in Section 5 and Section 6
respectively with detailed proofs provided in Appendix .2. 
Corollary 1 combines the achievability and the converse to show a tight characterization of
the channel capacity.
Corollary 1 (Channel Capacity). Consider a causal channel with quadratic constraints P > 0
and N > 0. The channel capacity Ccau satisfies
Ccau
(
P
N
)
= lim sup
n→∞
Cn
(
P
N
)
.
3.5 Analytical Bounds on Cn
Next, we provide both lower and upper bounds on Cn, by restricting the sets corresponding to
maximization and minimizations respectively. We consider the following subset of P:
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Definition 7 (Two-level Power Sets). A restricted signal power set P(ν) denotes a subset of P
that contains all two-level length-n non-negative real sequences P = P1, . . . , Pn satisfying
Pt =
P , 1 ≤ t ≤ νP , ν < t ≤ n , P ∈ P
for some constants P , P > 0 and some transition point ν ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Similarly, a restricted noise power set N (ν) consists of all sequences N = N1, . . . , Nn satisfying
Nt =
N, 1 ≤ t ≤ νN, ν < t ≤ n , N ∈ N
for some constants N,N > 0 and some transition point ν ∈ {1, . . . , n}
The subset P(ν) (N (ν)) contains all “two-level” sequences with coordinates only taking two
possible values consecutively. Figure 5 below illustrates a typical two-level sequence in P(ν).
Figure 5: A sample realization of a two-level uniform power allocation for Alice. Note that in
this figure the solid curve comprises of two line-segments — the (negative of the) slope of the
first line segment corresponds to the first power-level P , and the (negative of the) slope of the
second line segment corresponds to the second power-level P . The first power-level P is not
necessarily larger than the second power-level P .
Based on the notion of the restricted signal power set P(ν), we bound Cn from both below
and above in the following theorem:
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Theorem 3 (Upper and Lower Bounds). For any block-length n, Cn can be bounded as
Cn ≤ Cn , max
1≤ν≤n
sup
P∈P(ν)
inf
N∈N (ν,P)
1
2n
ν∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
,
Cn ≥ Cn , max
1≤ν≤n
sup
P∈P(ν)
min
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
where N (m,P) ⊆ N denotes the set containing all N satisfying the constraints in (P1):
Nt ≤ Pt, t = 1, . . . ,m,
nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ 2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt,
nP −
t0∑
t=1
Pt > 2nN −
t0∑
t=1
2Nt, for all t0 < m.
Note that if N (m,P) = ∅ (or P(ν) = ∅), the corresponding objective value is set to be
positive infinite.
Outline of Proof:
The upper bound follows by showing that for fixed P and m, there is always a two-level
sequence in P(ν) attaining the same objective value. Intuitively, this can be regarded as replacing
the minimization over m to a maximization and combining it with the supremum to form a
restricted set.
The lower bound follows by directly restricting the set of all P to a set consisting of all
two-level sequences.
The proof of the theorem above can be found in Appendix .1. 
Using both the restricted signal and noise power sets, we obtain another upper bound on Cn.
Theorem 4 (Upper Bound). For any block-length n, Cn can be bounded from above as
Cn ≤C˜n , min
1≤m≤n
sup
P∈P(m)
inf
N∈N (m)m2n log (P/N) if P ≤ 2Nm
2n log (P/N) +
n−m
2n log
(
P/N
)
otherwise
subject to
P ≥ N.
Outline of Proof:
The bound above can be derived by bringing the minimization in optimization (P1) to the
front. The proof is provided in Appendix .3. 
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3.6 Experimental Results
We provide numerical calculations of the bounds Cn and Cn for n = 50, 100, 150 and 200. The
quantization level used for the signal to noise ratio is fixed to be 0.005. The numerical values
of Cn and Cn sampled at N/P = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 are summarized in the tables below. By
comparing the numerical values of them with different SNR, we find that they converge fast
as the block-length n increases and the lower bound Cn and upper bound C˜n are close. Thus
by setting n = 500, the curves plotted in Figure 2 give an acceptable characterization of the
capacity region.
N/P n = 50 n = 100 n = 150 n = 200
0.1 1.6610 1.6610 1.6610 1.6610
0.2 1.1603 1.1607 1.1608 1.1608
0.3 0.8529 0.8531 0.8532 0.8531
0.4 0.5700 0.5705 0.5707 0.5707
Table 1: Numerical Values of Cn.
N/P n = 50 n = 100 n = 150 n = 200
0.1 1.6610 1.6610 1.6610 1.6610
0.2 1.1610 1.1610 1.1610 1.1610
0.3 0.8685 0.8685 0.8685 0.8685
0.4 0.6610 0.6610 0.6610 0.6610
Table 2: Numerical Values of Cn.
N/P n = 50 n = 100 n = 150 n = 200
0.1 1.6610 1.6610 1.6610 1.6610
0.2 1.1610 1.1610 1.1607 1.1610
0.3 0.8591 0.8607 0.8591 0.8594
0.4 0.6026 0.6024 0.6021 0.6022
Table 3: Numerical Values of C˜n.
4 Robustness of the Optimization
Due to technical necessities, we employ slightly different optimizations for proving converse and
achievability respectively by introducing slacknesses for both of them. Next we present the first
optimization used for Theorem 1 in Section 5.
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4.1 Optimization (P2) for Converse
Let τ > 0 be an arbitrary constant. With the sets P and N defined above, we state the
following optimization problems optimizing over all sequences P and N in the two sets P and N
respectively. The feasible set is compact and therefore an optimal solution (P∗,N∗) exists and
an optimal value can be attained.
Tweaked Optimization with Optimal Value C
τ
n
sup
P
inf
N
min
1≤m≤n
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
subject to P ∈ P,
N ∈ N ,
Nt ≤ Pt
for all t = 1, . . . ,m,
nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ (1− τ)
(
2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt
)
.
(P2)
Denote by C
τ
n the optimal value of the optimization problem (P2). Later in Section 5 we
shall show that for any (|W| , n)-code, a rate greater than Cτn can never be achievable.
4.2 Optimization (P3) for Achievability
Due to technical issues, we also need a second optimization that is slightly different from the
previous one. Let θ > 0 be an integer denoting the chunk size (specified later in Eq. (60)) and
without loss of generality, suppose the number of chunks K = n/θ is an integer. Additionally, in
the following, we define two sets of real-valued positive length-K sequences.
Definition 8 (Chunked Signal Power Set). A chunked signal power set I denotes a set containing
all length-K non-negative real sequences Φ = Φ1, . . . ,ΦK satisfying
ΦT > 0, T = 1, . . . ,K,
K∑
T=1
ΦT ≤ nP.
Definition 9 (Chunked Noise Power Set). A chunked noise power set J denotes a set containing
all length-K non-negative real sequences Ψ = Ψ1, . . . ,ΨK satisfying
ΨT > 0, T = 1, . . . ,K,
K∑
T=1
ΨT ≤ nN.
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Let γ > 0 be a constant. Optimizing over all sequences Φ and Ψ in the two sets I and J
respectively, we get a similar optimization (P3) as we have in (P2):
Chunked Optimization with Optimal Value CγK
sup
Φ
inf
Ψ
min
1≤µ≤K
1
2K
µ∑
T=1
log
ΦT
ΨT
subject to Φ ∈ I,
Ψ ∈ J ,
ΨT ≤ ΦT
for all T = 1, . . . , µ,
(1− γ)nP −
µ∑
T=1
ΦT ≤ 2nN −
µ∑
T=1
2ΨT .
(P3)
Denote by CγK the optimal value of the optimization problem (P3). The optimal value C
γ
K
exists since the feasible set of (P3) is non-empty.
The optimization (P3) above is basically a chunked version of (P2). It is useful since to prove
the achievability, it is convenient for us to consider chunk-wise encoding and decoding. Later
in Section 6, we shall show that any rate less than CγK is achievable. To prove this, we use the
same construction of codes in [12]. First, an encode transmits a concatenation of K chunks of
θ-length codewords. Then a decoder estimates iteratively based on the received codeword.
4.3 Equivalent Forms
Equivalently, we can develop alternative expressions of the optimal values C
τ
n of optimization
(P2) and CγK of the chunked optimization (P3).
We consider a fixed division parameter m in {1, . . . , n}. Then for a given P ∈ P , it is helpful
to define a new set of feasible power allocation sequences for James. Let Nτ (m,P) ⊆ N be the
set containing all N satisfying the following constraints:
Nt ≤ Pt, t = 1, . . . ,m, (14)
nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ (1− τ)
(
2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt
)
, (15)
nP −
t0∑
t=1
Pt > (1− τ)
(
2nN −
t0∑
t=1
2Nt
)
(16)
for all t0 < m.
The first two set of inequalities (14) and (15) come from the constraints in optimization (P2).
The last inequality (16) guarantees that the fixed division parameter m is the optimizer since
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every t0 < m violates the energy-bounding condition.
Similarly, we can do the same for optimization (P3). Fix a division parameter µ in {1, . . . ,K}.
For a given Φ ∈ I, let Jγ (µ,Φ) ⊆ J be the set containing all Ψ satisfying the following:
ΨT ≤ ΦT , T = 1, . . . , µ, (17)
(1− γ)nP −
µ∑
T=1
ΦT ≤ 2nN −
µ∑
T=1
2ΨT , (18)
(1− γ)nP −
T0∑
T=1
ΦT > 2nN −
T0∑
T=1
2ΨT (19)
for all T0 < µ.
Note that for a certain m, the set Nτ (m,P) above may be empty. In that case, there is no
feasible solution and the objective value is set to be positive infinite. This will not change the
optimal value and solutions since it can be verified that for any P, at least for some m, the set
Nτ (m,P) is non-empty8. Minimizing over all possible 1 ≤ m ≤ n and maximizing over all power
allocation P for Alice, we know the optimal value C
τ
n of the optimization problem (P2) can be
written as the following one-line form:
Lemma 1. For any block-length n, the optimal value C
τ
n of the optimization problem (P2) equals
to
C
τ
n = sup
P∈P
min
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈Nτ (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
. (20)
Similarly, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2. For any block-length n, the optimal value CγK of the optimization problem (P3) equals
to
CγK = sup
Φ∈I
min
1≤µ≤K
inf
Ψ∈Jγ(µ,Φ)
1
2K
µ∑
T=1
log
ΦT
ΨT
. (21)
For the two optimal values, we can get rid of slacknesses τ > 0 and γ > 0 by studying their
asymptotic behaviors. later, we show that the two optimizations (P2) and (P2) are indeed robust
such that once the slackness τ > 0 and γ > 0 are small enough, then the corresponding optimal
values do not differ significantly from the reference optimization P1.
8For instance, m = n always guarantees the energy bounding condition (the last constraint) in P2. Therefore,
the feasible set is non-empty and an optimal value C
τ
n exists. This also holds for Jγ (µ,Φ) defined in (17)-(19).
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4.4 Robustness of the optimization
The two optimal values C
τ
n and C
γ
K correspond to optimization problems tweaked slightly by
slacknesses τ > 0 and γ > 0. We note that the positive slacknesses τ and γ can be arbitrarily
small. As the first step of characterizing the channel capacity C, our first theorem states that
optimization (P2) and (P3) are robust such that if τ > 0 and γ > 0 are small enough, then the
corresponding optimal values do not differ a lot from the reference optimization (P1) without
slackness.
Recall that Cn denotes the corresponding optimal value of optimization (P1). We have the
following theorem providing the desired robustness of optimizations (P2) and (P3). The proof is
presented in Appendix .1.
Theorem 5 (Robustness). Let Cn and CK be the corresponding optimal values of optimiza-
tion (P1) given block-lengths n and K. For any constants A > 0 and B > 0, there exist τ > 0
and γ > 0 such that
Cn ≥Cτn +
1
2
log (1−A)
CK ≤CγK −
1
2
log (1−B)
when n and K are sufficiently large.
In the coming two sections, Theorem 5 above will be used in the end of the proofs of Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 to help clean up the statements. Now, we are ready to move to details related to
our converse and achievability. The next section specifies an attack strategy for James followed
by a sketched derivation of the converse result in Theorem 1.
5 Converse
Fix a positive constant ε > 0 arbitrarily. It suffices to find an attack strategy by specifying
some causal distribution pS|X ∈ P for an adversary such that the average probability of error
PnAvg defined in (4) is always a positive constant ε
O(1/ε) for any (|W| , n)-code with rate R =
1
n log |W| = C
τ
n + 3ε and block-length n large enough.
Fix any integer n ≥ 1 large enough. In what follows, we show that for any (|W| , n)-code(
pX|W , pV |Y
)
, if its rate R satisfies
R = sup
P∈P
inf
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈Nτ (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
T=1
log
Pt
Nt
+ 3ε (22)
= C
τ
n + 3ε, (23)
then the average probability of error PnAvg is always a positive constant. Therefore Theorem 1 in
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Section 1 follows.
Below we specify a causal attack strategy, called the scaled babble-and-push attack. The
attack is motivated by the babble-and-push attack in [11] for causal binary bit-flipping channels.
5.1 Scaled Babble-and-Push Attack
Given an (|W| , n)-code (pX|W , pV |Y), we recall in Definition 6 its corresponding average power
allocation sequence P = P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P where Pt = E[|Xt|2]. Provided with a fixed average
power allocation sequence P, we are ready to give the scaled babble-and-push attack. Let
1 ≤ m∗ ≤ n and N∗ = N∗1 , . . . , N∗n ∈ Nτ (m∗,P) be the optimal solutions of the optimization
below:
min
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈Nτ (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
. (24)
Note that such m∗ and N∗ exist since for any fixed 1 ≤ m∗ ≤ n, both constraints and
objective function of the optimization (24) above are convex.
The two-stage attack strategy can be summarized as follows.
Scaled Babble-and-Push Attack
For each t-th (t = 1, . . . , n) transmission, the causal adversarial noise St is given by
St =
Zt −
N∗t
Pt
Xt, t ≤ m∗
1
2
(
Xt −Xt
)
, t > m∗
. (25)
Denote by X≤m∗ and Y≤m∗ (X>m∗ and Y>m∗) the m∗-prefix (m∗-suffix) of the codewords
X and Y. We describe the attack in two stages. In the first stage when t ≤ m∗, each Zt is an
independent Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
N˜ εt =
1
1 + ε
N∗t
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)
.
In the second stage (the last case) when T > m∗, given a fixed prefix y≤m∗ , James first generates
a random message U according to the distribution pW |Y≤m∗ such that
Pr
U
(U = u) = Pr
W |Y≤m∗
(W = u|Y≤m∗ = y≤m∗) . (26)
Let X>m∗ (u) be a randomly selected corresponding suffix of codeword according to pX>m∗ |U
given a message U = u. Then James pushes the suffix X>m∗ towards the middle point between
X>m∗ and X>m∗ .
Remark 4. Note that based on the attack construction above, for some case, a realization of
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the adversarial noise s may be out of the ball S. If such case occurs, James will simply discard
the state s and the attack is unsuccessful.
We verify the two-stage attack in (25) indeed satisfies the causality property in Definition 1,
as the following theorem states.
Theorem 6. The distribution pS|X is causal.
Proof. We verify the claim by considering the first stage when t ≤ m∗ and the second stage when
t > m∗ respectively.
1. When t ≤ m∗, each St only depends on Xt for all t ≤ m∗ since Zt is an independent
Gaussian random variable. Therefore pS≤m∗ |X≤m∗ is a causal distribution.
2. When t > m∗, the prefix Y≤m∗ of length-m∗ is already fixed. Conditioned on Y≤m∗ = y≤m∗ ,
James first selects a random message U according to pW |Y≤m∗ . Then, James simulates a
random codeword X>m∗ for U . Therefore, each St only depends on Y≤m∗ (hence X≤m∗)
and Xt. We conclude that pS|X is a causal distribution.
The probabilistic structure for the two-stage attack can be visualized as the following diagram
in Figure 6. The dotted arrows from X≤m∗ to S≤m∗ and X>m∗ to S>m∗ denote the causal
dependency between them.
S≤m∗ Y≤m∗ U X>m∗ S>m∗
X>m∗X≤m∗
pW |Y≤m∗ pX>m∗ |U
pS≤m∗ |X≤m∗
Figure 6: Causal Distribution of S given X.
5.2 Proof Sketch
We give some intuition first.
At the time-step t = m∗+ 1, the prefix Y≤m∗ = y≤m is fixed. Conditioned on Y≤m∗ = y≤m∗ ,
James first selects a random message U according to pW |Y≤m∗ . Then pretending that U is the
transmitted message, James simulates a random codeword X>m∗ as a copy of X>m∗ and they
have the same distribution conditioned on Y≤m∗ . Therefore, as we formally state in Lemma 3
below, if W 6= U and at the same time the adversarial noise S is in S, by pushing the m∗-suffix
X>m∗ towards the middle point between X>m∗ and X>m∗ , Bob will be confused and unable to
distinguish the selected message from W and U . Intuitively, since from the estimate v’s point
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of view, the truly selected message can be either W or U with equal probability but they are
distinct.
We summarize above as a lower bound on the average probability of error PnAvg:
Lemma 3. With S defined in (25) and U defined in (26),
PnAvg ≥
1
2
Pr
(
||S||2 ≤ nN, W 6= U
)
where the randomness is from the joint distributions of S, W and U .
Proof. Recall Q defines the set of all probability density functions pY|X with an underlying causal
distribution pS|X. By Definition 2,
PnAvg =
|W|∑
w=1
sup
pY|X∈Q
∑
v 6=w
∫
y∈Y
pY,W (y, w) pV |Y (v|y) dy
≥ sup
pY|X∈Q
|W|∑
w=1
∑
v 6=w
∫
y∈Y
pY,W (y, w) pV |Y (v|y) dy.
With the causal distribution pY|X ∈ Q elaborated in Figure 6, substituting the symbol w by
u in PnAvg and taking the optimal decoder pV |Y,
2PnAvg ≥
inf
pV |Y
( |W|∑
w=1
∑
v 6=w
∫
y∈Y
pY,W (y, w) pV |Y (v|y) dy (27)
+
|W|∑
u=1
∑
v 6=u
∫
y∈Y
pY,W (y, u) pV |Y (v|y) dy
)
. (28)
Following the attack described in (25), Yt =
1
2
(
Xt +Xt
)
whenever t > m∗. Hence the
positions of X>m∗ and X>m∗ in the distribution pY>m∗ ,X>m∗ ,X>m∗ are exchangeable. Therefore
the two messages W and U are also replaceable in pY>m∗ ,W,U and we have
pY>m∗ |Y≤m∗ ,W,U (y>m∗ |y≤m∗ , w, u) (29)
=pY>m∗ |Y≤m∗ ,W,U (y>m∗ |y≤m∗ , u, w) . (30)
Moreover, by the definition of U , conditioned on Y≤m∗ , W and U have the same distribution.
Hence
pY≤m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ , w, u) = pY≤m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ , u, w) . (31)
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Therefore combining (29) and (31), we have for all y≤m∗ ,y>m∗ , w and u
pY≤m∗ ,Y>m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ ,y>m∗ , w, u)
=pY≤m∗ ,Y>m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ ,y>m∗ , u, w) .
The joint distribution pY,W can be decomposed as follows:
pY,W (y, w) =
|W|∑
u=1
pY≤m∗ ,Y>m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ ,y>m∗ , w, u) (32)
=
|W|∑
u=1
pY,W,U (y, w, u) (33)
and
pY,W (y, u) =
|W|∑
w=1
pY≤m∗ ,Y>m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ ,y>m∗ , u, w)
=
|W|∑
w=1
pY≤m∗ ,Y>m∗ ,W,U (y≤m∗ ,y>m∗ , w, u) (34)
=
|W|∑
w=1
pY,W,U (y, w, u) .
The equality (34) above comes from (32).
Putting the expressions of pY,W (y, w) in (32) and pY,W (y, u) above into (27), we obtain
2PnAvg ≥ infpV |Y
|W|∑
w=1
|W|∑
u=1
∫
y∈Y
|W|∑
v=1
(1 (v 6= w) + 1 (v 6= u))
pV |Y (v|y) pY,W,U (y, w, u) dy.
Moreover, provided w 6= u, we have
|W|∑
v=1
(1 (v 6= w) + 1 (v 6= u)) pV |Y (v|y)
≥min
v∈W
(1 (v 6= w) + 1 (v 6= u)) ≥ 1 for all y and v.
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Therefore above yields
2PnAvg ≥
|W|∑
w=1
∑
w 6=u
∫
y∈Y
pY,W,U (y, w, u) dy
=
|W|∑
w=1
∑
w 6=u
∫
s∈S
∫
y∈Y
∫
x∈X
1 (y = x + s)
pX,S,W,U (x, s, w, u) dxdyds.
Concerning the fact that each y ∈ Y is a sum of some x ∈ X and s ∈ S and
pS,W,U (s, w, u) =
∫
x∈X
pX,S,W,U (x, s, w, u) dx
=
∫
y∈Y
∫
x∈X
1 (y = x + s)
pX,S,W,U (x, s, w, u) dxdy,
we write
PnAvg ≥
1
2
|W|∑
w=1
∑
w 6=u
∫
s∈S
pS,W,U (s, w, u) ds (35)
, 1
2
Pr
W,U,S
(
W 6= U, ||S||2 ≤ nN
)
. (36)
Let Y denote the set containing all length-m∗ prefixes y≤m∗ .
Next we analyze the probability above by decomposing it into three parts.
Fix a τ > 0 arbitrarily. The probability in (35) can be further bounded from below as
Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S||2 ≤ nN
)
≥Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S||2 ≤ nN, ||S>m∗ ||2 ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
= Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S||2 ≤ nN
∣∣∣ ||S>m∗ ||2 ≤ n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
· Pr
(
||S>m∗ ||2 ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
.
Since ||S||2 = ||S≤m∗ ||2 + ||S>m∗ ||2, if both ||S≤m∗ || ≤
∑m∗
t=1Nt and ||S>m∗ || ≤
∑n
t=m∗+1Nt
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hold, it is automatically true that ||S||2 ≤ nN . Hence,
Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S||2 ≤ nN
∣∣∣ ||S>m∗ ||2 ≤ n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
≥Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt
)
yielding
Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S||2 ≤ nN
)
≥Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt
)
· Pr
(
||S>m∗ ||2 ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
.
For simplicity, in the following contexts, we denote
P1 , Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt
)
P2 , Pr
(
||S>m∗ ||2 ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
.
We can bound them as below:
Lemma 4. There exist constants α > 0, β > 0 and ς > 0 sufficiently small such that for any
fixed block-length n > 0, constants ε > 0, τ > 0 and quadratic constraints P,N > 0,
P1 ≥ nε− 2
2 log |W| ·
ς
1 + ς
(
1− 1
2
e−
α2
16NP
)
· β
1 + β
,
P2 ≥ τ
1 + τ
.
Therefore, the probability of error can be bounded from below as
PnAvg ≥
1
2
P1P2 = Ω (ετ) , (37)
which is a positive constant for any n sufficiently large. As the last step we consider Theorem 5.
Since C
τ
n can be made arbitrarily close to Cn for large n, Theorem 1 is proved. In Appendix .4,
we prove the lower bounds on the probabilities P1,P2 as presented in Lemma 4.
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6 Achievability
Suppose P > 2N . Fix a block-length n ≥ 1 large enough. Let R = CγK − ε where K = nθ denotes
the number of chunks and a chunk-length θ is set to be
√
n9 . Then the number of codewords is
|W| = 2nR. Our goal is to give a code (pX|W , pV |Y) with rate R such that for any N -constrained
causal adversarial noise S satisfying ||S||2 ≤ nN , the corresponding maximal probability of error
PnMax always converges to zero as the block-length n goes to infinity. We are not going to give
an explicit construction of a code
(
pX|W , pV |Y
)
with achievable rate R = CγK − ε. Instead, we
use probabilistic argument and construct an “ensemble” of stochastic codes. This ensemble of
codes follows the same construction of encoder and decoder as in [12]. Note that by showing the
overall maximal probability of error averaging over each instance of the codes goes to zero as the
block-length n grows, it holds that there exists (implicitly) some code with achievable rate R.
We specify the encoding and decoding for the aforementioned stochastic codes.
6.1 Encoding
Recall that W is the set of messages containing |W| = 2nR (R is the rate same as above) distinct
messages. The collection of codewords C is the set of all possible codewords. The collection C is
generated according to some distribution pC . Once generated, a fixed collection C is accessible
to every party in the communication system (including James). For each message w ∈ W, a
codeword X (w) is chosen uniformly at random from a subset of the collection C denoted by
C (w). We call C (w) a partial collection for convenience. We have C = ⋃|W|w=1 C (w).
Definition 10 (Division Point). As an abuse of notation, let Y denote the set containing all
length-µθ prefixes y≤µθ and let Y denote the set containing all length-(K − µ) θ suffixes y>µθ.
The corresponding division point 1 ≤ µ ≤ K is an integer specifying the lengths of y≤µθ and
y>µθ that will be stated clearly once necessary.
Let β > 0 be a constant. It is convenient to write a partial collection C (w) as a concatenation
of sub-collections:
C (w) = C1 (w) ◦ C2 (w) ◦ · · · ◦ CK (w)
where for all T = 1, . . . ,K, the sub-collection CT (w) is a set containing 2β randomly generated
real-valued length-θ sequences where θ = nK . The notation (· ◦ ·) indicates that any combination of
those coordinates from the sub-collections CT1 (w)and CT2 (w) belongs to the set CT1 (w) ◦ CT2 (w).
In this sense, the partial collection C (w) has 2βK many sequences.
Denote by Φ∗ = Φ∗1 , . . . ,Φ∗K ∈ I and Ψ∗ = Ψ∗1 , . . . ,Ψ∗K ∈ J the corresponding sequence
optimizing10 (P3). Precisely, for all T = 1, . . . ,K and w ∈ W, the sub-collection CT (w) is a set
9Theoretically, the chunk-length θ can take a wide range of values as a function of n as long as limn→∞
θ(n)
n
= 0
and limn→∞ θ(n)→∞. But for the sake of presentation, we choose θ = √n everywhere in this work.
10We do not worry too much about the existence of a global optimal solution of (P3). Since the feasible set
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of random real-valued length-θ sequences such that
CT (w) ,
{
X(T−1)θ (i;w) , . . . , XTθ (i;w)
}2β
i=1
(38)
wherein for all i = 1, . . . , 2β and w ∈ W, each of the length-θ sequence
XT (w) , X(T−1)θ (i;w) , X(T−1)θ+1 (i;w) , . . . , XTθ (i;w)
is independently chosen from the θ-dimensional ball
XT ,
{
x ∈ Rθ : ||x||2 ≤ Φ∗T
}
uniformly at random. Let Vol (XT ) denote the volume of the θ-dimensional ball. Then the
distribution pXT follows that
pXT (x) =
 1Vol(XT ) if x ∈ Xt0 otherwise . (39)
To avoid confusion, we write pX|C (w) (x|C (w)) as the probability for X = x when the collection
of codewords C (w) is fixed. Following what we defined above, given a fixed collection of codewords
C (w), for all w ∈ W , the encoding distribution pX|C (w) for all x ∈ X and w ∈ W can be expressed
as
pX|C (w) (x|C (w)) =
 12βK if x ∈ C (w)0 otherwise . (40)
It is useful to define the following two sub-collections of codewords:
C≤µ , C1 ◦ · · · ◦ Cµ
C>µ , Cµ+1 ◦ · · · ◦ CK
for some division point 1 ≤ µ ≤ K to be be stated explicitly.
6.2 Decoding
Given a fixed adversarial state s ∈ S, we define a sequence by considering the consumed power
in each µ-th chunk of length θ.
Definition 11 (T -th Accumulated Power). The T -th accumulated power of an adversarial state
of optimization (P3) is non-empty, there must be some sequence such that the corresponding objective value is
arbitrarily close to the optimal value. Take this sequence as Φ∗.
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s ∈ S is defined as
ΨT (s) ,
Tθ∑
t=(T−1)θ+1
|st|2. (41)
Let Ψ(s) = Ψ1(s), . . . ,ΨK(s) be the corresponding accumulated power allocation sequence.
For simplicity, we write Ψ as the concrete accumulated power allocation sequence selected by
James and it is in the set J since s ∈ S.
Without knowing the real accumulated power allocation sequence Ψ, the receiver chooses
a length-K reference sequence measures the power budget that the receiver thinks to be the
real one spent by James. The decoding starts at some starting point µ = µ0 to be defined later
along the (consumed) budget reference sequence F defined as below all the way up to until an
estimated message is decoded or it reaches the end point of the chunks and µ = K.
Definition 12 (Budget Reference Sequence). Let 0 < δ < 1 be a constant. The (consumed)
budget reference sequence F is a length-K sequence with each µ-th coordinate defined as
Fµ , nN −
K∑
T=µ+Kδ+1
1
2
Φ∗T . (42)
Note that some Fµ may take a negative value and F is a non-decreasing sequence. Therefore
we define a starting point µ0 after which the budget value Fµ becomes positive and attains its
real physical meaning. We define the following.
Definition 13 (Starting Point of Decoding µ0). An integer 1 ≤ µ0 ≤ K is a starting point of
decoding if
Fµ0 ≤ 0
and at the same time
Fµ0+1 > 0.
The following lemma guarantees that any δ-fraction of the sum of Φ∗T ’s is neither too large
nor too small. The proof is provided in Appendix B.111.
Lemma 5. For any division point 1 ≤ µ ≤ K − δK − 1 and any 0 < δ < 1, we have
µ+δK∑
T=µ+1
Φ∗T = Θ (δKθ) .
11Note that in the proof we presume that for any block-length n, the optimal solution CγK(P/N) of the
optimization (P3) is continuous as a function of SNR for all P/N ∈ (0, 1). This is a valid assumption in the sense
that
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In particular, the lemma above yields
µ+δK∑
T=µ+1
Φ∗T = Ω (δKθ) , (43)
δK∑
T=1
Φ∗T = O (δKθ) . (44)
We present the following lemma stating the existence of the starting point µ0. Note that the
regime of interests is P − 2N > 0.
Lemma 6. Given a small enough constant 1 > δ > 0, the starting point of decoding µ0 of any
budget F reference sequence exists. Moreover,
1 ≤ µ0 ≤ K −Kδ − 1.
Proof. It suffices to check F1 ≤ 0. Note that in Lemma 5, we have
δK∑
T=1
Φ∗T = O (δKθ) .
By definition,
F1 = nN −
K∑
T=1+δK
1
2
Φ∗T = nN −
1
2
nP +
δK∑
T=1
1
2
Φ∗T
= nN − 1
2
nP +O (δKθ) .
Since P > 2N , there exists a δ > 0 small enough such that F1 < 0.
Moreover, FK−Kδ−1 = nN > 0 by definition. Therefore µ0 exists and ranges between 1 and
K −Kδ − 1.
6.2.1 List-decoding
Fix a division point 1 ≤ µ ≤ K. We define a list of messages:
Definition 14 (Pre-list). Given a partial collection of codewords C≤µ and a received length-µθ
prefix y≤µ, a pre-list W≤µ is a subset of W that contains all messages with their corresponding
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length-µθ prefixes of codewords x≤µ satisfying ||x≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ Fµ+1. In our notation, we write
W≤µ (C≤µ,F,y≤µ, µ) ,{
v ∈ W : There exists x≤µ ∈ C≤µ (v) (45)
such that ||x≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ Fµ+1
}
. (46)
Intuitively, the list W≤µ contains all possible transmitted messages assuming y≤µ has been
received and the reference value Fµ exactly equals to James’ss consumed power budget
∑µθ
T=1Nt.
Therefore if the assumption is correct, the list W≤µ contains the true transmitted message.
Otherwise the real message may or may not be included in the list. Based on W≤µ, the receiver
next implements the following consistency check, which works together with the list-decoding to
select and recover the transmitted real message.
6.2.2 Consistency Check
Fix a division point 1 ≤ µ ≤ K.
Based on W≤µ, a smaller sub-list of messages can be defined as follows.
Definition 15 (Post-list). Given a received length-(K − µ) θ suffix y>m, a collection of codewords
C and a pre-list W≤µ, a post-list denoted by W>µ is a subset of W≤µ such that every message
in W>µ with its corresponding suffixes of codewords x>µ satisfying ||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤ nN − Fµ.
That is,
W>µ (C>µ,F,W≤µ,y>µ, µ) ,{
v ∈ W≤µ : There exists x>µ ∈ C>µ (v) (47)
such that ||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤ nN − Fµ
}
. (48)
The corresponding cardinalities of W≤µ and W>µ are denoted by M≤µ and M>µ respectively.
Starting from µ = µ0 (the starting point µ0 is defined in Definition 13) and pretending that
the reference value Fµ represents the true remaining power of James, the receiver iteratively
implements the following two-step decoding and increase µ by one until an estimated message
is obtained from W>µ or µ reaches K (in which case an error message error is declared). The
decoding procedure can be summarized as below.
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List-and-Check Decoding
The estimated message V is set to be
V =

v if ∃ µ0 ≤ µ1 ≤ K such that v ∈ W>µ
and M>µ = 0, ∀µ0 ≤ µ < µ1
error otherwise
. (49)
Let V ,W⋃ {error} and use Vw , V\ {w} for simplicity. We are ready to define the overall
maximal probability of error aforementioned at the beginning of this subsection.
Recall the meaning of maximal probability of error PnMax in Definition 2. Let P
n
Max|C denote
the corresponding maximal probability of error given a fixed collection of codewords C. Over the
randomness of the collection of codewords C , we define the overall maximal probability of error
considered in this subsection.
Definition 16 (Overall Maximal Probability of Error). The overall maximal probability of error
is denoted as P
n
Max, which is
P
n
Max ,
∫
C
pC (C)PnMax|CdC (50)
=
∫
C
pC (C) max
w
sup
pY|X∈Q
∑
v∈Vw
∫
x
∫
y
pX|C (w) (x|C (w)) pY|X (y|x) pV |Y (v|y) dydxdC. (51)
Remark 5. If we are able to show that averaging over all possible collections C distributed
as pC , the overall maximal probability of error P
n
Max goes to zero as n goes to infinity, the by
a random-coding argument, it is true that there exists some collection of codewords C such
that the corresponding maximal probability of error PnMax|C vanishes as n grows. In this way
the achievability can be proved. In other words, it suffices to design an ensemble of codes{(
pX|W , pV |Y
)}
C all with the same rate R = C
γ
K − ε and demonstrate the averaged probability
of error P
n
Max is vanishing (goes to zeros as n goes to infinity).
We present the decoding procedure in the following diagram.
6.3 Power Allocations
Let Ψ = Ψ1, . . . ,ΨK be an accumulated power allocation sequence. We classify Ψ into two
types—the high-type and the low-type.
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y≤µ = y1, . . . , yµθ
y>µ = yµθ+1, . . . , yn
W≤µ
Set µ = µ0
W>µ
If |W>µ| ≥ 1
No
Increase µ by θ
If µ = K + 1
Output a random v ∈ W>µOutput an error message v = error
Yes
Figure 7: Schematic Diagram of Decoding. In the proof we will use union bound and show the
probability that the estimated massage is not the transmitted message v 6= w and the probability
that v = error are both asymptotically zero as the chunk size K goes to infinity.
Definition 17 (High-Type). If the accumulated power allocation sequence Ψ satisfies
µ0+1∑
T=1
ΨT = 0,
then we say such a Ψ belongs to the high-type.
Definition 18 (Low-Type). On the other hand, if the accumulated power allocation sequence Ψ
satisfies
µ0+1∑
T=1
ΨT > 0,
then we say such a Ψ belongs to the low-type.
Lemma 7. There exists some point µ1 with µ0 ≤ µ1 ≤ K −Kδ such that
µ1∑
T=1
ΨT ≥ Fµ1
and
µ1+1∑
T=1
ΨT < Fµ1+1.
Remark 6. The point µ1 has a critical operational meaning. When µ = µ1, the accumulated
power allocation sequence Ψ intersects with the optimizing sequence Φ∗. At the point µ1, later in
Lemma 8, we will show our decoder always outputs a set of messages containing the transmitted
message w. Therefore no matter what Ψ is, the decoding will always stop at the point µ1.
Proof. Since an accumulated power allocation sequence Ψ either belongs to the low-type or the
hight-type, we prove the existence of the point µ1 for both the two types.
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Suppose Ψ is a high-type sequence. Then by definition,
µ0+1∑
T=1
ΨT = 0
where µ0 denotes the starting point of decoding. Moreover,
∑µ0
T=1 ΨT = 0 since each ΨT is
non-negative. Therefore,
Fµ0 ≤ 0 =
µ0∑
T=1
ΨT ,
Fµ0+1 > 0 =
µ0+1∑
T=1
ΨT .
Note that in Lemma 6, we demonstrated the existence of µ0 and we know 1 ≤ µ0 ≤ K−Kδ−1.
Take µ1 = µ0 ≤ K −Kδ − 1. We have
µ1∑
T=1
ΨT ≥ Fµ1 ,
µ1+1∑
T=1
ΨT < Fµ1+1,
and the lemma is true for all high-type sequences.
Next if Ψ is a low-type sequence. Then
∑µ0+1
T=1 ΨT > 0. Note that in the proof of Lemma 6,
we get
Fµ0 ≤ 0 ≤
µ0∑
T=1
ΨT ,
FK−Kδ−1 = nN =
K∑
T=1
ΨT >
K−Kδ−1∑
T=1
ΨT
implying that there exits a point µ1 between µ0 and K −Kδ − 1 such that
µ1∑
T=1
ΨT ≥ Fµ1 ,
µ1+1∑
T=1
ΨT < Fµ1+1.
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6.4 Sketch of Proof
Recall by our encoding construction, the conditional probability below implies a uniform distri-
bution over all prefixed codewords (not available to Bob and James):
pX>µ|C>µ(w) (x>µ|C>µ (w))
=
 12β(K−µ) if x>µ ∈ C>µ (w)0 otherwise .
For notational convenience, define
f (C) ,
max
w∈W
min
µ0≤µ≤K
∫
x≤µ
∫
x>µ
pX≤µ,X>µ|C (w) (x≤µ,x>µ|C (w))
sup
y≤µ∈Y
sup
y>µ∈Y
∑
v∈Vw
pV |Y≤µ,Y>µ (v|y≤µ,y>µ) dx>µdx≤µ.
The supremum over pY|X ∈ Q in PnMax can be simplified into a double-supremum over the
prefixes y≤µ ∈ Y and suffixes y>µ ∈ Y with any division point µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K such that
P
n
Max ≤
∫
C
pC (C) f (C)dC. (55)
Let ` be an integer between 0 and |W|. Moreover, we define two functions g (C≤µ, `) and
h (C>µ, `) in (52) and (53) for notational convenience. The conditional probability in h (C>µ, `) is
same as the one in (55). The first supremum in g (C≤µ, `) is taken over all y≤µ ∈ Y such that
||y≤µ||2 ≤ nN and the second supremum in h (C>µ, `) is over all y>µ ∈ B (x>µ, Fµ) with
B (x>µ, Fµ) ,{
y>µ ∈ Rn−µθ : ||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤ nN − Fµ
}
.
g (C≤µ, `) , max
µ0≤µ≤K
sup
y≤µ∈Y
1 (M≤µ > `) , (52)
h (C>µ, `) , max
µ0≤µ≤K
max
w∈W
sup
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
∫
x>µ
pX>µ|C>µ(w) (x>µ|C>µ (w)) (53)
sup
y>µ∈B(x>µ,Fµ)
1 (|W>µ\ {w}| > 0) dx>µ. (54)
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Lemma 8. For any collection of codewords C and any integer 1 ≤ ` ≤ |W|,
f (C) ≤ g (C≤µ, `) + h (C>µ, `) . (56)
Proof. Given a w ∈ W and for any v ∈ Vw, we consider two cases – v = error and v ∈ W\{w}.
When v = error, we claim that for any collection of codewords C, any selected message w,
any integer 0 ≤ ` ≤ |W| and any y≤µ ∈ Y, y>µ ∈ Y,
pV |Y≤µ,Y>µ (v|y≤µ,y>µ) = 0.
This follows from our decoding process. Since from Lemma 7, there exists some µ1 with
µ0 ≤ µ1 ≤ K −Kδ − 1 such that
µ1∑
T=1
ΨT ≥ Fµ1 ,
µ1+1∑
T=1
ΨT < Fµ1+1.
Therefore, for any transmitted codeword x = xµ1θ≤µ ◦ xµ1θ>µ as a concatenation of a length-µθ
prefix and a length-(n− µθ) suffix,
||x≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤
µ1θ∑
T=1
Nt =
µ1∑
T=1
ΨT ≤
µ1+1∑
T=1
ΨT < Fµ1+1
and
||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤
n∑
T=µ1θ+1
Nt =
K∑
T=µ1+1
ΨT
= nN −
µ1∑
T=1
ΨT ≤ nN − Fµ1
implying that w ∈ W>µ1 no matter what C and y are. In this sense, the decoding will end at or
before the point µ = µ1.
When v ∈ W\{w}, it suffices to note that an estimated message V = v is decoded only if it
passes the consistency check, i.e., v ∈ W>µ\ {w} for some µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K, received codeword y and
the corresponding selected message w. Conditioned on whether the size of the pre-list W≤µ is
larger than ` or not, we consider f (C≤µ, `) and g (C>µ, `) separately.
If the pre-list size M≤µ is larger than `, we declare an error directly. Otherwise, if the size
M≤µ is smaller than or equal to `, we condition on the fact M≤µ ≤ `. In this case, an error
will happen only if some message v ∈ W\{w} is in the post-list W>µ. By considering all such
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pre-lists W≤µ, we get if M≤µ ≤ `,
f (C) ≤max
w∈W
min
µ0≤µ≤K
sup
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
∫
x>µ
pX>µ|C>µ(w) (x>µ|C>µ (w))
sup
y>µ∈Y
1 (|W>µ\ {w}| > 0) dx>µ
since given a worst-case W≤µ ≤ `, the probability pV |Y≤µ,Y>µ (v|y≤µ,y>µ) is independent with
Y≤µ and X≤µ.
Moreover, the last supremum over all y>µ ∈ Y can be simplified as another supremum over
all y>µ in a smaller set
B (x>µ, Fµ)
=
{
y>µ ∈ Rn−µθ : ||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤ nN − Fµ
}
.
This is because for all accumulated power allocation sequence Ψ, we always have
K∑
T=µ+1
ΨT ≤ nN − Fµ
meaning that James’s remaining power is always bounded from above by the reference value
N − Fµ, no matter Ψ belongs to the low type or the high type. The reason is that for all
µ0 ≤ µ ≤ µ1, we have both
∑K
T=µ0+1
ΨT ≤ nN − Fµ0 and
∑K
T=µ1+1
ΨT ≤ nN − Fµ1 and µ1 is
the first point when the accumulated power allocation sequence Ψ intersects with our reference
sequence F.
Therefore using union bound and maximizing over all µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K, the RHS of (56) is
obtained with g (C≤µ, `)and h (C>µ, `) defined in (52) and (53) respectively.
For simplicity, denote respectively
P3 ,
∫
C
pC (C) g (C≤µ, `) dC,
P4 ,
∫
C
pC (C) h (C>µ, `) dC. (57)
Putting (56) above into the RHS of (55), we can write
P
n
Max ≤
∫
C
pC (C) f (C) ≤ P3 +P4. (58)
We give bounds on P3 and P4 above respectively.
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Lemma 9. Let R = CγK − ε. For all ` > 0, β > 0, θ > 0 and constants γ > 0, ε > 0, there
exists a division point µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K − δK − 1 and a constant 0 < δ < 1 such that
P3 ≤K
(
4
√
P log n
)K
· 2nR−(`+1)
[
εθ−
(
β+log
(√
n logn
4θ
))]
K
, (59)
P4 ≤K |W|
(|W|
`
)[
`2β(K−µ)e−
Ω(nδ2)
2P
]bη2β(K−µ)c
+ η
when the block-length n and the number of chunks K are sufficiently large. The randomness
relies on the construction of collection of codewords C .
Therefore, setting
β = 2,
` =
2
ε
,
θ =
√
n, (60)
γ = Θ(δ) = Θ(1),
it follows that when the block-length n is sufficiently large,
εθ −
(
β + log
(√
n log n
4θ
))
=εθ + 2 + log θ − β − 1
2
log n− log log n > εθ
2
.
Rewriting (59) based on above, since K = nθ =
√
n,
P3 ≤K
(
4
√
P log n
)K
2
nR−(`+1)
[
εθ−
(
β+log
(√
n logn
4θ
))]
K
=2K log(4
√
P logn)+logK−(`+1) εθK2
≤2K log(4
√
P logn)+logK−n
= exp (−Ω (n)) .
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Moreover, since µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K − δK − 1, when n is large enough we get
`2β(K−µ) exp
[
−Ω
(
nδ2
)
2P
]
(61)
= exp
{
ln `+ ln 2
[
β (K − µ)− Ω
(
nδ2
)
2P
]}
(62)
≤ exp
[
ln
2
ε
+ ln 2 (βK)− Ω
(
nδ2
)
2P
]
(63)
= exp
[−Ω (nδ2 + ln ε)]
where the inequality (63) comes from the fact that µ ≤ K − δK − 1. Therefore,
P4 ≤η + 2nR(`+2)
{
e−Ω(nδ
2+ln ε)
}η exp[Ω(δK)]
≤η + 2O(nε )
{
e−Ω(nδ
2+ln ε)
}η exp[Ω(δ√n)]
=η + exp
{
−Ω
(
(n+ ln ε) ηeΩ(
√
n) − n
ε
)}
since δ is a constant. Taking η = ec
√
n for some constant c > 0 and using (58), we obtain
P
n
Max ≤ P3 +P4 ≤ exp (−Ω (n)) .
As the last step we consider Theorem 5. Since CγK can be made arbitrarily close to CK for large
K, we get the desired achievability result stated in Theorem 2.
7 Summary
This paper explores the capacity region of a quadratically constrained channel with a causal
adversary. The assumption of causality in the channel model makes finding the channel capacity
a challenging problem. By arguing the corresponding converse and achievability in Section 5 and
Section 6 respectively, this work characterizes the capacity region as a limit of optimal objective
values of some optimization problems; it also provides numerical validation of a high rate of
convergence.
Different from the binary bit-flip channel with a causal adversary as studied in [11, 12], both
the transmitter and adversary in the quadratically constrained channel can choose codewords
from an n-dimensional (n represents the block-length) Euclidean space. To tackle such a discrete
channel with a continuous alphabet, many novel techniques are developed to prove Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 in this work.
Maximizing over power allocation sequences representing the energy distribution of various
codes and minimizing over power allocation sequences of adversaries together with a division
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point, the channel capacity can be characterized naturally under a framework of optimization
problems. Interestingly, dislike the case for binary bit-flip channel, the uniform power allocation
is not the optimal solution in general. Indeed, a higher rate is achievable as our simulation in
Section 3 shows.
In Section 5, we design a new attack strategy called scaled babble-and-push. Based on the
attack, we prove a converse such that for any block-length n large enough, any stochastic
code with rate larger than C
τ
n is never achievable. The lower bound on the probability of
error in the proof Lemma 3 is motivated by [11]. In [11], to prove a converse for stochastic
codes, the conditional probability pX|W for each codeword given a message is quantized using a
quantization level that is exponentially small. Since there are only 2n many distinct codewords
in an n-dimensional Hamming cube, the error caused by the quantization is negligible. However,
in our model, there are uncountably many possible codewords even for a reasonably small block
length. To overcome this issue, we directly decompose the probability in Lemma 3 into two parts,
which are bounded from below separately in Lemma 4 using probabilistic methods like Markov’s
inequality, concentration of sum of Gaussian random variables, Fano’s inequality [21] and so on.
In Section 6, an achievability is proved such that for block-length n large enough, there exists
a stochastic code with achievable rate smaller than CγK . Moreover, both C
γ
K and C
τ
n are close to
each other for block-length n sufficiently large. The code is constructed as a concatenation of
independent chunks. The idea of such a construction and the corresponding decoding procedure
come from [12]. Nonetheless, since our channel model involves codewords from a continuous space,
the probability of error is analyzed in a quite different way. For example, in Appendix B.2.1,
we cover the space by a large hypercube. Then we divide the cube into small sub-cubes and
apply union bound; we use Hoeffding’s inequality in Appendix B.2.2 to concentrate a sum of
sub-Gaussian random variables.
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.1 Proof of Theorem 5
First, we show for any 0 < A < 1, there exists a τ > 0 such that C
τ
n ≤ Cn − (1/2) log (1−A).
Notice that the only difference between optimizations (P2) and (P1) is the energy-bounding
conditions shown below respectively for (P2) and (P1):
(P2) : nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ (1− τ)
(
2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt
)
, (64)
(P1) : nP −
m∑
t=1
Pt ≤ 2nN −
m∑
t=1
2Nt.
The constraints above imply that given any P ∈ P, a feasible (N,m) pair of the optimiza-
tion (P2) satisfying the energy-bounding is also feasible to (P1). The goal is to show that the
optimal values of the two optimization are close if the slackness τ is small enough.
Figure 8: The feasible sets of the two optimizations (P2) and (P1) are illustrated.
We use Figure 8. to explain the intuition behind the proof. For any P ∈ P, let (N,m) be
the corresponding minimizer of optimization (P1). Denote by Cn(P,N,m) and C
τ
n(P,N,m) the
corresponding objective values of optimizations (P2) and (P1) when the variables are set to be
(P,N,m). We will show that for any such P and (N,m), there exists a pair (N˜, µ) with N˜ ∈ N
such that first, (P, N˜,m) is a feasible solution of optimization (P2); second, the objective values
C
τ
n(P, N˜,m) does not differ too much from Cn(P,N,m).
Given (P,N,m), a feasible solution of optimization (P1) where N = N1, . . . , Nn. We construct
a sequence N˜ = N˜1, . . . , N˜n with
N˜t =
Nt − 2τnNn−1 if t = 1, . . . , n− 1Nt + 2τnN if t = n .
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Then (P, N˜,m) is a feasible solution of optimization (P2) since
(1− τ)
(
2nN −
m∑
t=1
2N˜t
)
≥ (1− τ) 2nN −
m∑
t=1
2N˜t = 2nN −
m∑
t=1
2N˜t.
It follows that
C
τ
n
(
P, N˜,m
)
=
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
N˜t
=
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt − 2τnNn−1
. (65)
Recall in Theorem 1 the constant τ > 0 can be made arbitrarily small. Denote N ,
min{Nt}nt=1 > 0 the minimal value of N. Take τ = AN/(4N) where A denotes an arbitrarily
small constant for convenience.
Continuing from (65), for large enough n, the denominator inside the logarithmic term
satisfies
Nt − 2τnN
n− 1 = Nt
(
1− 2τnN
Nt (n− 1)
)
≥ Nt (1−A) ,
which gives
C
τ
n
(
P, N˜,m
)
≤ 1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
(1−A)Nt (66)
=
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
− m
2n
log (1−A) (67)
≤ 1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
− 1
2
log (1−A) (68)
= Cn (P,N,m)− 1
2
log (1−A) . (69)
Inequality (69) works for every P ∈ P. Therefore, maximizing over all P, we obtain
C
τ
n ≤ Cn −
1
2
log (1−A) .
Following the same argument as above, we also have for any γ > 0, there exists B > 0 such
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that
CγK ≥ CK +
1
2
log(1−B)
where CK is the optimal value of the optimization (P1) with block-length K.
.2 Proof of Theorem 3
The lower bound can be immediately proved by noticing
Cn = sup
P∈P
min
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
. (70)
For the upper bound, we first prove the following claim:
Claim 1. For any fixed P = P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, there exists a two-level sequence
P∗(P,m) = P ∗1 , . . . , P ∗n ∈ P(ν) such that
inf
N∈N0(m,P∗(P,m))
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
P ∗t
Nt
≥ inf
N∈N0(m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
. (71)
Proof of Claim 1. For notational simplicity, denote two quantities12 B and G as
B ,
m∑
t=1
1
2
Pt,
G , n
(
1
2
P −N
)
.
For each P = P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, define a corresponding P∗ ∈ P(ν) to be
P ∗t =
2Bm if 1 ≤ t ≤ mnP−2B
n−m if m < t ≤ n
.
We claim that the corresponding optimizing N̂ ∈ N (m,P) and N˜ ∈ N (m,P∗) for the LHS
12Intuitively, B is equal to the total “energy budget” allocated for the prefix X≤m of length m and G is equal
to the “energy gap” between Alice and James.
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and RHS of (71) respectively are given by the following water-filling type of solutions:
N̂t =
min {Pt, α} , t = 1, . . . ,mnN−B+G
n−m , t = m+ 1, . . . , n
N˜t =
B−Gµ , t = 1, . . . ,mnN−B+G
n−m , t = m+ 1, . . . , n
where α satisfies
m∑
t=1
min {Pt, α} = B −G.
The following lemma indicates that the optimal sequence N is a water-filling solution.
Lemma 10. Consider the following optimization problem with a fixed integer m > 0, sequence
P1, . . . , Pm of non-negative coordinates and variables N1, . . . , Nm:
minimize
N1,...,Nm
m∑
t=1
log
1
Nt
subject to
m∑
t=1
Nt = B −G,
Nt ≥ 0, t = 1, . . . ,m,
Nt ≤ Pt, t = 1, . . . ,m.
(72)
The optimizing solution N∗1 , . . . , N∗m of the problem above is given by
N∗t = min {Pt, α} , t = 1, . . . ,m
where α > 0 satisfies
m∑
t=1
min {Pt, α} = B −G.
Proof of Lemma 10. By introducing KKT multipliers β, λ1, . . . , λm and ν1, . . . , νm, we obtain
the following KKT conditions (c.f., [22]) that necessarily hold for an optimal solution N∗1 , . . . , N∗m
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for all t = 1, . . . ,m:
(Stationarity) :
1
Nt
= −λt + νt + β,
(Primal Feasibility) :
m∑
t=1
Nt = B −G,
Nt ≥ 0,
Nt ≤ Pt,
(Dual Feasibility) : λt ≥ 0,
νt ≥ 0,
(Complementary slackness) : λtNt = 0,
νt (Nt − Pt) = 0.
First of all, notice that Nt 6= 0. Therefore λt = 0 for all t = 1, . . . ,m. The above system of
inequalities can be reduced to the following:
m∑
t=1
Nt = B −G, (73)
for all t = 1, . . . ,m, Nt =
1
νt + β
,
νt (Nt − Pt) = 0,
Nt > 0,
Nt ≤ Pt, (74)
νt ≥ 0.
Next, for all t = 1, . . . ,m, we consider the two cases—νt 6= 0 and νt = 0. In the first situation,
we must have Nt = Pt =
1
νt+β
. In the second case, we obtain Nt =
1
β for some multiplier β > 0.
Taking the first condition in (73) into account, we conclude that the optimal solution N∗1 , . . . , N∗m
should necessarily follow
N∗t = min
{
Pt,
1
β
}
= min {Pt, α} , t = 1, . . . ,m (75)
with some α > 0 satisfying
m∑
t=1
min {Pt, α} = B −G. (76)
The equations (75) and (76) above uniquely determine the optimal solution N∗1 , . . . , N∗m.
Therefore the lemma is proved.
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According to the definitions of N (m,P) and N0 (m,P∗), sequences N̂ and N˜ should satisfy
n∑
t=m+1
Pt ≥
n∑
t=m+1
2N̂t,
n∑
t=m+1
Pt ≥
n∑
t=m+1
2N˜t
yielding
m∑
t=1
N̂t ≤ B −G, (77)
m∑
t=1
N˜t ≤ B −G. (78)
Now consider the LHS and RHS of (71). Since the goal is to find some N̂ ∈ N (m,P) and N˜ ∈
N0 (m,P∗) minimizing the objective values, the optimal N̂ and N˜ are therefore those that always
make the inequalities (77) and (78) equalities. In other words, with fixed P = P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P
and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, we always have
m∑
t=1
N̂t = B −G, (79)
m∑
t=1
N˜t = B −G (80)
such that N̂ and N˜ have the maximal total “budget” B −G.
The last step is to show that (71) holds with P∗, N̂ and N˜ defined above. Denote Sm ,{
T = 1, . . . ,m : N̂t = α
}
and let B1 ,
∑
t∈{1,...,m}\Sm P̂t. Then for any t ∈ Sm, N̂t = α where
α =
B −B1 −G
|Sm| . (81)
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Substituting N̂ and N˜ back into (71), we obtain
inf
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
=
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
N̂t
(82)
=
1
2n
∑
t∈Sm
log
Pt
α
+
1
2n
∑
t∈{1,...,m}\Sm
log
Pt
Pt
=
1
2n
∑
t∈Sm
log
Pt
α
.
Since the maximal value of
∑
t∈Sm log
Pt
α is attained by setting each Pt with t ∈ Sm to be the
same value 2B−B1|Sm| (recall
∑
t∈Sm Pt = 2B −B1), we get
1
2n
∑
t∈Sm
log
Pt
α
≤|Sm|
2n
log
2B −B1
B −B1 −G
=
|Sm|
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −B1 −G
)
. (83)
Substituting (81) into
∑
t∈Sm log
Pt
α gives the inequality. Furthermore, we also obtain
inf
N∈N0(m,P∗)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
P ∗t
Nt
=
m
2n
log
2B
B −G
=
m
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −G
)
. (84)
Note that
B1 =
∑
t∈{1,...,m}\Sm
Pt ≤ (m− |Sm|) B −B1 −G|Sm| (85)
since Pt ≤ α = B−B1−G|Sm| for every t /∈ Sm.
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Moreover, (83) and (84) give
inf
N∈N0(m,P∗)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
P ∗t
Nt
− min
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
≥m
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −G
)
− |Sm|
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −B1 −G
)
=
m
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
(B −B1 −G) +B1
)
− |Sm|
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −B1 −G
)
.
Rewriting above we obtain
m
2n
log
1 + B +G
(B −B1 −G)
(
1 + m−|Sm||Sm|
)

− |Sm|
2n
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −B1 −G
)
=
m
2n
(
log
1 + B +G
(B −B1 −G)
(
1 + m−|Sm||Sm|
)
 .
Then applying (85), above can be bounded from below by
=
m
2n
(
log
1 + B +G
(B −B1 −G)
(
1 + m−|Sm||Sm|
)

− |Sm|
m
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −B1 −G
))
=
m
2n
(
log
(
1 +
B +G
(B −B1 −G) m|Sm|
)
− |Sm|
m
log
(
1 +
B +G
B −B1 −G
))
.
Let ψ , B+GB−B1−G and α ,
|Sm|
m . It suffices to show that for any ψ > 0 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
log (1 + αψ)− α log (1 + ψ) ≥ 0,
which is true since (1 + ψ)α ≤ 1 + αψ for all ψ ≥ −1 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Therefore we complete the
proof of the claim.
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Now, the upper bound on Cn can be derived by noting
Cn = sup
P∈P
min
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
T=1
log
Pt
Nt
≤ sup
P∈P
min
m∈Γ(P)
inf
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
T=1
log
Pt
Nt
(86)
where Γ(P) ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is defined as
Γ(P) =
{ν} for all two-level P ∈ P(ν){1, . . . , n} otherwise .
According to the claim, we know (86) equals to
sup
P∈P(ν)
inf
N∈N (ν,P)
1
2n
ν∑
T=1
log
Pt
Nt
since for any P ∈ P\P(ν) that is not a two-level sequence with a fixed division point m, we
can always construct a two-level sequence P∗ such that the corresponding objective value is not
smaller than the previous one. This implies that it suffices to only consider the subset P(ν).
Thus
Cn ≤ sup
P∈P(ν)
inf
N∈N (ν,P)
1
2n
ν∑
T=1
log
Pt
Nt
follows and the proof is complete.
.3 Proof of Theorem 4
The upper bound follows by weakening the adversary James such that the division point m
should be selected before knowing the transmitted codeword x. Given a fixed average power
allocation sequence for Alice, there are two cases – the selected m is a feasible division point
such that there exists some power allocation sequence for James satisfying the energy-bounding
condition in (13); or the selected m violates the condition for all possible power allocations of
James.
James’ strategy is as follows. If m is feasible, James chooses the corresponding feasible power
allocation sequence and attacks using scaled-babble and push. This case corresponds to when
P ≤ 2N . Otherwise, he simply performs a two-stage babble attack as follows. First, he divides
the coordinates into {1, . . . ,m} and {m+ 1, . . . , n}. Then, he adds random Gaussian noise as
the first stage in (25) according to a two-level power allocation in N (ν). This is equivalent to
setting m = n and chooses a two-level noise power allocation N. Since in the second case, it
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always holds that P > 2N and the selection subjects to P ≥ N , the selected two-level power
allocation is always feasible.
Formally, the theorem can be proved by noticing that Cn can be written as
Cn = sup
P∈P
min
1≤m≤n
inf
N∈N (m,P)
1
2n
m∑
t=1
log
Pt
Nt
.
as in (70)
Switching the supremum with the minimization does not decrease the optimal value. Moreover,
for fixed m and P, if N (m,P) = ∅, setting the objective value to be the one corresponding to
when m = n and N ∈ N (ν) subjecting to P ≥ N does not alter the optimal value. This holds
for the reason that setting m = n and N ∈ N (ν) subjecting to P ≥ N always gives a feasible
solution. Therefore, an upper bound is obtained.
.4 Proof of Lemma 4
A Lower Bound on P1
Denote Z≤m∗ = Z1, . . . , Zm∗ . For arbitrary constants α > 0 and β > 0, Inequality (87) holds.
Recall in (25), for all 1 ≤ t ≤ m∗,
St = Zt − N
∗
t
Pt
Xt.
P1 = Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt
)
≥ Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt,
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
XtZt ≥ −αK,
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
)
≥ Pr
(
W 6= U, ||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt
∣∣∣∣∣
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
XtZt ≥ −αK,
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
)
· Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
XtZt ≥ −αK,
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
)
. (87)
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Therefore, the conditions
||S≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt,
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
XtZt ≥ −αK,
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
in above can be sufficiently satisfied given
||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤
m∗∑
t=1
Nt − αK − (1 + β)
m∗∑
t=1
(N∗t )
2
Pt
, Nα,β,τ
where Nα,β,τ > 0 with α > 0 and β > 0 small enough since N
∗
t ≤ Pt for every 1 ≤ t ≤ m∗ and
we have
∑n
t=m∗ 2N
∗
t ≥
∑n
t=m∗ Pt and 2N > P .
Hence,
P1 ≥ Pr
(
W 6= U, ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ
)
· Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
XtZt ≥ −αK,
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β) (N∗t )
2
Pt
)
where N˜ εt =
1
1+εN
∗
t
(
1− N∗tPt
)
for all 1 ≤ t ≤ m∗.
Denote P1,1, P1,1, P1,1 and P1,1 as (88)-(91). and we have
P1,1 , Pr
(
W 6= U
∣∣∣∣∣ ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ
)
, (88)
P1,2 , Pr
(
||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ
)
, (89)
P1,3 , Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
XtZt ≥ −αK
∣∣∣∣∣
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
)
, (90)
P1,4 , Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
)
(91)
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P1 ≥ P1,1P1,2P1,3P1,4. (92)
Next we bound P1,1, P1,2, P1,3 and P1,4 respectively.
Before bounding P1,1, we present a useful lemma below.
Lemma 11. Let W be a random variable in W with entropy H (W ) ≥ nε and U be an i.i.d.
copy of W with the same probability distribution. It follows that
Pr
W,U
(W 6= U) ≥ nε− 1
log |W| . (93)
Proof. Fix a message w ∈ W. Let
Ew = 1 (U = w) =
{
1 if U = w
0 if U 6= w
indicate whether U equals to w. The probability that W and U are distinct can be decomposed
as
Pr (W 6= U)
=
∑
w∈W
Pr
W
(W = w) Pr
U
(U 6= w)
=
∑
w∈W
Pr
W
(W = w) Pr
U
(Ew = 0) . (94)
Note that H (U) = H (W ) ≥ nε. For any w ∈ W, it follows that
nε
≤H (U)
≤H (U |Ew) +H (Ew)
=H (U |Ew = 0) Pr (Ew = 0)
+H (U |Ew = 1) Pr (Ew = 1) +H (Ew) .
Since U ∈ W and if Ew = 1, then U = w and H (U |Ew = 1) = 0, we get
nε ≤ log |W|Pr (Ew = 0) + 1
yielding Pr (Ew = 0) ≥ nε−1log|W| for all w ∈ W. Putting this into (94) gives (93).
Now conditioned on ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ , we give a bound on the conditional entropy
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H (W |Y≤m∗). Denote by Z an indicator random variable such that
Z =
{
1 if ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ
0 if ||Z≤m∗ ||2 > Nα,β,τ
.
First, we notice that the Markov chain W → X≤m∗ → Y≤m∗ . By data processing inequality,
I
(
W ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1
) ≤ I (X≤m∗ ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1) . (95)
Next by chain rule, recalling Yt = Xt + St = Zt +
(
1− NtPt
)
Xt for all 1 ≤ t ≤ m∗, the mutual
information I
(
X≤m∗ ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1
)
can be bounded as
I
(
X≤m∗ ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1
)
=H
(
Y≤m∗ |Z = 1
)−H (Y≤m∗ |X≤m∗ , Z = 1) (96)
≤
m∗∑
t=1
H
(
Yt|Z = 1
)−H (Z≤m∗ |Z = 1) (97)
where Z≤m∗ = Z1, . . . , Zm∗ and each Zt is an independent Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and variance N˜ εt . Therefore by definition we have
H
(
Z≤m∗ |Z = 1
)
=
∫
||Z≤m∗ ||2≤Nα,β,τ
1√
(2pi)m
∗∏m∗
t=1 N˜
ε
t
e
−∑m∗t=1 Z2t2N˜εt (98)
·
(
1
2
m∗∑
t=1
log
(
2piN˜ εt
)
+
m∗∑
t=1
(log e)
Z2t
2N˜ εt
)
dZ≤m∗ ,
which equals to
H (Z≤m∗)
−
∫
||Z≤m∗ ||2>Nα,β,τ
1√
(2pi)m
∗∏m∗
t=1 N˜
ε
t
e
−∑m∗t=1 Z2t2N˜εt (99)
·
(
1
2
m∗∑
t=1
log
(
2piN˜ εt
)
+
m∗∑
t=1
(log e)
Z2t
2N˜ εt
)
dZ≤m∗ . (100)
Next, we argue that the conditional entropy H
(
Z≤m∗ |Z = 1
)
is not too much different from
the entropy H (Z≤m∗).
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For large enough m∗,
1
2
m∗∑
t=1
log
(
2piN˜ εt
)
+
m∗∑
t=1
(log e)
Z2t
2N˜ εt
≤ e−
1
2
∑m∗
t=1
Z2t
2N˜εt ,
we denote N
ε , min
{
N˜ εt
}m∗
t=1
the minimal value of all N˜ ε1 , . . . , N˜
ε
m∗ . It follows
m∗∑
t=1
Z2t
2N˜ εt
≥
m∗∑
t=1
Z2t
2N
ε =
1
2N
ε ||Z≤m∗ ||2
and ∫
||Z≤m∗ ||2>Nα,β,τ
1√
(2pi)m
∗∏m∗
t=1 N˜
ε
t
e
−∑m∗t=1 Z2t2N˜εt
(
1
2
m∗∑
t=1
log
(
2piN˜ εt
)
+
m∗∑
t=1
(log e)
Z2t
2N˜ εt
)
dZ≤m∗
≤
∫
||Z≤m∗ ||2>Nα,β,τ
e−
1
4N
ε ||Z≤m∗ ||2dZ≤m∗
=4N
ε
e−
Nα,β,τ
4N
ε = O (1)
since both N
ε
> 0 and Nα,β,τ > 0 are constants.
Moreover,
H (Z≤m∗) =
m∗∑
t=1
H (Zt) =
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log 2pieN˜ εt
since each Zt is Gaussian with zero mean and variance N˜
ε
t . Therefore, putting above into (100),
H
(
Z≤m∗ |Z = 1
) ≥ m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
2pieN˜ εt
)
−O (1) . (101)
Next, if ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ , we know the expectation of |Yt|2 can only be smaller since by
(25),
Yt = Xt + St = Xt + Zt − N
∗
t
Pt
Xt,
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hence
E
[
|Yt|2
∣∣Z = 1] ≤ E [|Yt|2]
= E
[(
Zt +
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)
Xt
)2]
= E
[
|Zt|2
]
+E
[(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)2
X2t
]
≤ N˜ εt + Pt
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)2
.
Since entropy of each Yt is maximized by normal distribution, it follows that
m∗∑
t=1
H
(
Yt|Z = 1
)
≤
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
2pieE
[
|Yt|2
∣∣Z = 1])
=
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
2pie
(
N˜ εt + Pt
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)2))
. (102)
Now, returning back to (95), combining (101) and (102),
I
(
W ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1
)
≤
m∗∑
t=1
H
(
Yt|Z = 1
)−H (Z≤m∗ |Z = 1) (103)
≤
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
2pie
(
N˜ εt + Pt
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)2))
−
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
2pieN˜ εt
)
+O (1) (104)
=
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
1 +
Pt
N˜ εt
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)2)
+O (1) . (105)
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Plugging in N˜ εt =
1
1+εN
∗
t
(
1− N∗tPt
)
into (105) above, we obtain
I
(
W ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1
)
≤
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
1 + (1 + ε)
Pt
N∗t
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
))
+O (1)
≤
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
(1 + ε)
Pt
N∗t
)
+O (1)
=
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
Pt
N∗t
)
+
1
2
m∗ log (1 + ε) +O (1) . (106)
Putting above into (97) and noting that H
(
W |Z = 1) = H (W ) since Z≤m∗ is independent
with W .
H
(
W |Y≤m∗ , Z = 1
)
=H (W )− I (W ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1)
=nR− I (W ; Y≤m∗ |Z = 1)
≥nR−
m∗∑
t=1
1
2
log
(
Pt
N∗t
)
− 1
2
m∗ log (1 + ε)−O (1)
≥n
(
3ε− 1
2
log (1 + ε)
)
−O (1)
≥
(
3− 1
ln 2
)
nε−O (1) > nε.
Therefore, we show that the conditional entropy satisfiesH (W |Y≤m∗) > nε given ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤
Nα,β,τ . Moreover, as specified in (26), the fake message U is distributed according to pW |Y≤m∗ and
U is independent with W . Conditioned on ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ , following Lemma 11, immediately
we have
P1,1 , Pr
(
W 6= U
∣∣∣ ||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ) ≥ nε− 1
log |W| . (107)
The remaining P1,2, P1,3 and P1,4 can be bounded from below by applying concentration
inequalities.
First we bound P1,2 , Pr
(
||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ
)
.
The mean value of ||Z≤m∗ ||2 equals to
E
[
||Z≤m∗ ||2
]
=
m∗∑
t=1
N˜ εt =
m∗∑
t=1
1
1 + ε
N∗t
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)
.
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For a given ε > 0, choose α > 0 and β > 0 satisfying
Nα,β,τ =
m∗∑
t=1
Nt − αK − (1 + β)
m∗∑
t=1
(N∗t )
2
Pt
>
m∗∑
t=1
1
1 + ε
N∗t
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)
.
Such (α, β, τ) exists, since
∑m∗
t=1
1
1+εN
∗
t
(
1− N∗tPt
)
<
∑m∗
t=1N
∗
t
(
1− N∗tPt
)
.
Now, suppose ς > 0 is the constant with
Nα,β,τ =
m∗∑
t=1
Nt − αK − (1 + β)
m∗∑
t=1
(N∗t )
2
Pt
=
m∗∑
t=1
1 + ς
1 + ε
N∗t
(
1− N
∗
t
Pt
)
= (1 + ς)E
[
||Z≤m∗ ||2
]
.
Applying Markov’s inequality,
P1,2 , Pr
(
||Z≤m∗ ||2 ≤ Nα,β,τ
)
≥ ς
1 + ς
. (108)
Second, we give a lower bound on P1,3. Recall the definition of P1,3 in (90). Since the
condition is only a function of X≤m, it suffices to show that given any fixed x≤m = x1, . . . , xm∗ ,
Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
xtZt ≥ −αK
)
≥ 1− 1
2
e
−
(
α
4
√
NP
)2
. (109)
The claim in (109) above can be shown by regarding
∑m∗
t=1
2N∗t
Pt
xtZt as a Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance σ2 ,
∑m∗
t=1
(
2N∗t
Pt
xt
)2
N˜ εt ≤ 2NPK2. Then based on the
cpf. of Gaussian distribution, denoting erf (x) = 2√
pi
∫ x
0 e
−t2dt ≥ 1− ex2 for any x > 0 (cf. [23])
the error function,
Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
N∗t
Pt
xtZt ≥ −αK
2
)
≥1
2
(
1 + erf
(
αK
2
√
2σ
))
≥1− 1
2
e
−
(
αK
2
√
2σ
)2
=1− 1
2
e
−
(
α
4
√
NP
)2
.
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Therefore we obtain
P1,3 ≥ 1− 1
2
e
−
(
α
4
√
NP
)2
(110)
which is a positive constant.
Second, we bound P1,4 using Markov’s inequality again. Recall
P1,4 , Pr
(
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
≤
m∗∑
t=1
(1 + β)
(N∗t )
2
Pt
)
.
Noticing that by linearity, the expectation of
∑m∗
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2
is
E
[
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
Xt
)2]
=
m∗∑
t=1
(
N∗t
Pt
)2
E
[
X2t
]
=
m∗∑
t=1
(N∗t )
2
Pt
since E
[
X2t
]
= Pt for every t = 1, . . . ,m
∗.
Therefore, we have
P1,4 ≥ β
1 + β
. (111)
The final step is to consider (92). Putting (107), (108), (110) and (111) all together, we
conclude
P1 ≥ P1,1P1,2P1,3P1,4
≥ nε− 1
log |W| ·
ς
1 + ς
(
1− 1
2
e
−
(
α
4
√
NP
)2)
· β
1 + β
.
B Lower Bound on P2
We apply Markov’s inequality to show a lower bound on P2. Recall
P2 , Pr
(
||S>m∗ ||2 ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
.
Before bounding P2, note that
||S>m∗ ||2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣12(X>m∗ −X>m∗)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
=
1
4
∣∣∣∣X>m∗ −X>m∗∣∣∣∣2
=
1
4
(∣∣∣∣X>m∗∣∣∣∣2 + ||X>m∗ ||2 − 2X>m∗ · X>m∗) (112)
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where X>m∗ · X>m∗ is the dot product of X>m∗ and X>m∗ . The sequences of random variables
X>m∗ = Xm∗+1, . . . , Xn and X>m∗ = Xm∗+1, . . . , Xn are i.i.d distributed. Hence, by the
linearity of expectation,
E
[∣∣∣∣X>m∗ −X>m∗∣∣∣∣2]
=2E
[
||X>m∗ ||2
]
− 2E [2X>m∗ · X>m∗]
=2E
[
||X>m∗ ||2
]
− 2E
[
n∑
t=m∗+1
XtXt
]
=2E
[
||X>m∗ ||2
]
− 2
n∑
t=m∗+1
E
[
XtXt
]
.
Moreover, since Xt and Xt are i.i.d., continuing from above, we have
E
[∣∣∣∣X>m∗ −X>m∗∣∣∣∣2]
=2E
[
||X>m∗ ||2
]
− 2
n∑
t=m∗+1
E
[
Xt
]
E [Xt] (113)
=2E
[
||X>m∗ ||2
]
− 2
n∑
t=m∗+1
(E [Xt])
2
≤2E
[
||X>m∗ ||2
]
= 2
n∑
t=m∗+1
Pt. (114)
Furthermore, since both P and N are feasible solutions of the optimization (P2), we must
have
n∑
t=m∗+1
Pt ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
2 (1− τ)Nt. (115)
Considering (112), ((114)) and (115) above, we know the expectation of ||S>m∗ ||2 satisfies
E
[
||S>m∗ ||2
]
≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
(1− τ)Nt.
Then applying the Markov’s inequality,
P2 = Pr
(
||S>m∗ ||2 ≤
n∑
t=m∗+1
Nt
)
≥ 1− (1− τ) = τ.
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B.1 Proof of Lemma 5
First, we show the following lower bound on the δ-sum of Φ∗T ’s:
µ+δK∑
T=µ+1
Φ∗T = Ω (δKθ) . (116)
Suppose Φ∗ = Φ∗1 , . . . ,Φ∗K is the optimal solution of the optimization (P3) and it violates the
inequality above. Then we construct a new power allocation sequence Φ˜ as
Φ˜T = Φ
∗
T + aθ
where a is a small constant and θ is the chunk-length defined in Section 6. Note that Φ˜ becomes
a feasible solution if we increase the power constraint from P to P + a. As we presume that
the optimal value CγK(P/N) is continuous for all P/N ∈ (0, 1), increasing the parameter by an
arbitrarily small constant a only increases the optimal value by an arbitrarily small amount.
Hence (116) holds.
Second, we show the δ-sum of Φ∗T ’s is also bounded from above as
µ+δK∑
T=µ+1
Φ∗T = O (δKθ) . (117)
Suppose for contradiction that the bound above does not hold. Then since Kθ = n, we obtain
nP ≥∑µ+δKT=µ+1 Φ∗T = ω (n), which is clearly a contradiction.
B.2 Proof of Lemma 9
B.2.1 Upper Bound on P3
Proof. Fix ε > 0 arbitrarily. For each fixed y≤µ ∈ Y, denote
Q3 ,
∫
C
pC (C) max
µ0≤µ≤K
1 (M≤µ (C≤µ,F,y≤µ, µ) > `) dC.
We first derive a lower bound on Q3 and then use the δ-net technique to obtain the desired upper
bound in (59) on P3.
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We start with the following upper bound on Q3:
Q3 =
∫
C
pC (C) max
µ0≤µ≤K
1 (M≤µ > `) dC
≤
∫
C
pC (C)
∑
µ0≤µ≤K
1 (M≤µ > `) dC
≤
∑
µ0≤µ≤K
∫
C≤µ
pC≤µ (C≤µ) (118)
(1 (M≤µ = `+ 1) + · · ·+ 1 (M≤µ = |W|)) dC≤µ. (119)
Considering only the case when M≤µ = `+ 1 and denote
Q3 (`+ 1)
,
∑
µ0≤µ≤K
Pr (M≤µ = `+ 1|Y≤µ = y≤µ)
=
∑
µ0≤µ≤K
∫
C≤µ
pC≤µ (C≤µ)1 (M≤µ = `+ 1) dC≤µ.
It follows that
Q3 (`+ 1) ≤
∑
µ0≤µ≤K
∑
W`+1
∏
w∈W`+1
Pr
C≤µ
(w ∈ W≤µ) , (120)
which can be considered as a union bound over all possible sets W`+1 of ` + 1 messages
and the corresponding sub-collection of codewords
⋃
w∈W`+1 C≤µ (w). Continuing from above,
since each sub-collection C≤µ (w) contains 2βµ i.i.d. distributed prefixes x≤µ according to the
distribution pX≤µ (x≤µ) in (39), from the definition of the setW≤µ and the fact |{W`+1}| =
(|W|
`+1
)
,
inequality (121) follows where the randomness are from the variable X≤µ.
Furthermore, maximizing over all the sizes of M≤µ from L = `+ 1 to |W|,
Q3 ≤ |W| max
L≥`+1
Q3 (L) .
Now using the bound (121) above as a component, we derive the promised bound in (59).
Q3 (`+ 1) ≤
( |W|
`+ 1
) ∑
µ0≤µ≤K
(
2βµ
∫
x≤µ
pX≤µ (x≤µ)1
(
||x≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ Fµ+1
)
dC≤µ (w)
)`+1
=
( |W|
`+ 1
)
K max
µ0≤µ≤K
{(
2βµ Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ Fµ+1
))`+1}
(121)
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The idea is to construct subsets that cover entirely the space Y containing all received prefixes
y≤µ.
Consider the following events:
E ,
{
max
µ0≤µ≤K
sup
y≤µ
M≤µ (C≤µ,F,y≤µ, µ) > `
}
,
E (y≤µ) ,
{
max
µ0≤µ≤K
M≤µ (C≤µ,F,y≤µ, µ) > `
}
.
Note that for any subsets {Y1, . . . ,YD} with Y ⊆
⋃D
i=1 Yi, union bound gives
P3 = Pr
C
(E) ≤ Pr
C

D⋃
i=1
⋃
y≤µ∈Yi
E (y≤µ)

≤ DPr
C
 ⋃
y≤µ∈Yi
E (y≤µ)
 . (122)
We have ||x≤µ||2 ≤
∑µ
T=1 Φ
∗
T and by decoding assumption ||x≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤
∑µ
T=1 Φ
∗
T for
every x≤µ ∈ C≤µ and for every possible y≤µ ∈ Y to make E occur. Hence the volume of the
space of prefixes Y is not larger than the volume of a µ-dimensional ball with some radius ρ,
which is further a subset of a µ-dimensional hypercube with edge length 2ρ, denoted by H:
Y ⊆ {y≤µ ∈ Rµ : ||y≤µ|| ≤ ρ} ⊆ H
where the radius is set to be
ρ , 2
√
nP ≥ ||y≤µ|| =
(
µ∑
i=1
Φ∗i
) 1
2
+
(
µ∑
i=1
Ψi
) 1
2
for all Φ∗,Ψ and µ = 1, . . . ,K.
One appropriate choice of the subsets {Y1, . . . ,YD} can be described as the following. For
each edge of H, we divide it equally into 2ρ∆ many parts. This gives us a partition of H with
every subset in the partition being a smaller µ-dimensional hypercube of edge length ∆ > 0. The
total number of subsets of this partition D is therefore
(
2ρ
∆
)µ
. For each i-th small hypercube, we
denote its corresponding central point by yi≤µ. In this sense we write the i-th small hypercube as
H
(
yi≤µ
)
with edge-length ∆. Note that it is possible to cover each H
(
yi≤µ
)
by a µ-dimensional
ball B
(
yi≤µ
)
with radius ∆ and the same center yi≤µ. Therefore we form a set of D =
(
2ρ
∆
)µ
many balls
{
B
(
y1≤µ
)
, . . . ,B
(
yD≤µ
)}
covering the space Y.
The following slightly tweaked version of the budget reference sequence denoted by F∆ =
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{
F∆µ
}K
µ=1
is helpful:
F∆µ ,
(√
Fµ + ∆
)2
. (123)
Since for every B
(
yi≤µ
)
, triangle inequality implies
⋃
y≤µ∈B
(
yi≤µ
)W≤µ (C≤µ,F,y≤µ, µ)
=W≤µ (C≤µ,F∆,y≤µ, µ) ,
reprising the way for bounding (121) and taking a maximization over all L = ` + 1, . . . , |W|,
inequality (125) can be derived.
The next step is to bound PrX≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
in (125) by a Λ-stage approximation
of F∆µ .
Define λ , 4n
√
N
µ logn satisfying
λ ≤
∑µ+2δK
T=µ+δK+1 Φ
∗
T
4µ
=
Ω (δKθ)
µ
=
Ω (δn)
µ
, (126)
λ ≥ 2∆
√
Fµ + ∆
2
µ
, for all µ = 1, . . . ,K. (127)
Note that such a λ exists. First,
√
Fµ ≤
√
nN and
2∆
√
Fµ+∆2
µ ≤ 2∆
√
nN+∆2
µ . Selecting an
edge-length ∆ ,
√
n
logn guarantees the existence of some λ =
4n
√
N
µ logn ≤ Ω(δn)µ for large n since both
N > 0 and δ > 0 are constants.
We divide the interval [0, Fµ] =
⋃Λ
j=1[λ (j − 1) , λj] into Λ ,
F∆µ
λ ≤ K logn4√n closed intervals.
We assume Λ is an integer to simplify our proof. The we choose GT with T = 1, . . . , µ to be one
of the closed shorter intervals and let GT be the corresponding maximal value in the interval,
which exists since GT is closed, i.e.,
GT ∈
{
[0, λ] , [λ, 2λ] , . . . , [Fµ − λ, F∆µ ]
}
, T = 1, . . . , µ,
and
GT , {a ∈ GT : a ≥ b, for all b ∈ GT } , T = 1, . . . , µ.
S3 ,
{
G≤µ ∈ Rµ :
µ∑
T=1
Gi ≤ F∆µ + µλ,GT ∈
{
λ, 2λ, . . . , F∆µ
}
, for all T = 1, . . . , µ
}
. (124)
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Pr
C≤µ

⋃
y≤µ∈B
(
yi≤µ
) E (y≤µ)
 ≤ |W| maxL≥`+1
{(|W|
L
)
K max
µ0≤µ≤K
(
2βµ Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
))L}
≤ max
L≥`+1
|W|L+1K max
µ0≤µ≤K
{(
2βµ Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
))L}
.
(125)
Denote by G≤µ , G1, . . . , Gµ and Ψ≤µ , Ψ1, . . . ,Ψµ.
For notational convenience, we define the following sets:
S1 ,
{
Ψ≤µ ∈ Rµ :
µ∑
T=1
ΨT ≤ F∆µ
}
,
S2 (G≤µ) ,
{
Ψ≤µ ∈ G1 × G2 × · · · × Gµ :
µ∑
T=1
ΨT ≤ F∆µ
}
.
Note that the second set S2 (G≤µ) depends on the intervals G1, . . . ,Gµ, therefore also uniquely
determined by the maximal values G1, . . . , Gµ.
Next, by the construction of X≤µ, evaluating all possible combination of values taken by
||X1||2 , ||X2||2 up to ||Xµ||2, for any y≤µ, we can write
Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
≤ Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
= Pr
X1,...,Xµ
(
||X1||2 + ||X2||2 + · · ·+ ||Xµ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
= Pr
X1,...,Xµ
 ⋃
Ψ≤µ∈S1
µ⋂
T=1
||XT ||2 ≤ ΨT
 ,
which leads to
Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
(128)
≤ Pr
X1,...,Xµ

⋃
G≤µ
⋃
Ψ≤µ∈S2(G≤µ)
µ⋂
T=1
||XT ||2 ≤ ΨT
 (129)
since according to the definitions of S1 and S2 (G≤µ), the set S1 is utterly contained in the union
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of all S2 (G≤µ) over all G1, . . . , Gµ defined in a µ-dimensional grid, such that
S1 ⊆
⋃
G≤µ
S2 (G≤µ) .
Furthermore, define a set in (124). Applying union bound to (128),
Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
≤
∑
G≤µ
Pr
X1,...,Xµ

⋃
Ψ≤µ∈S2(G≤µ)
µ⋂
T=1
||XT ||2 ≤ ΨT
 .
There are in total Λµ possible sequences G≤µ. Taking Gi as an upper bound for each Ψi ∈ GT
in S2 (G≤µ),
Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
≤Λµ sup
G≤µ∈S3
Pr
X1,...,Xµ
{
µ⋂
T=1
||Xi||2 ≤ GT
}
.
Since XT is independent with each other,
Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
≤Λµ sup
G≤µ∈S3
µ∏
T=1
Pr
XT
(
||XT ||2 ≤ GT
)
where the probability PrXT
(
||XT ||2 ≤ GT
)
according to the distribution pXT equals to
(
GT
Φ∗T
) θ
2
when GT ≤ Φ∗T . Therefore based on the set S3 we define a new set in (130) and we have
Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)
≤ Λµ sup
G≤µ∈S
µ∏
T=1
(
GT
Φ∗T
) θ
2
S ,
{
G≤µ ∈ Rµ :
µ∑
T=1
GT ≤ F∆µ + µλ,GT ∈
{
λ, 2λ, . . . , F∆µ
}
, GT < Φ
∗
T , for all T = 1, . . . , µ
}
(130)
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yielding a bound on (125):
Pr
C

⋃
y≤µ∈B
(
yi≤µ
) E (y≤µ)

≤ max
L≥`+1
{
|W|L+1K max
µ0≤µ≤K
(131)
{
2βµ Pr
X≤µ
(
||X≤µ − y≤µ||2 ≤ F∆µ
)}L}
(132)
≤ max
L≥`+1
K2(β+log Λ)KL+nR−LG(Φ
∗) (133)
where G (Φ∗) is set to be
G (Φ∗) , θ
2
min
µ0≤µ≤K
inf
G≤µ∈S
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
GT
− nR
=
θ
2
min
µ0≤µ≤K
inf
G≤µ∈S
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
GT
− n (CγK − ε) .
Recall the definition of CγK . We have
CγK = minµ0≤µ≤K
inf
Ψ∈Jγ(µ,Φ)
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
Ψ∗T
in (21). Hence
G (Φ∗) =
1
2
θF (Φ∗) + nε
where Φ∗ = Φ∗1 , . . . ,Φ∗K ∈ I is optimal and F (Φ∗) is a function of Φ∗ defined as
F (Φ∗) , min
µ0≤µ≤K
inf
G≤µ∈S
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
GT
(134)
− min
µ0≤µ≤K
inf
Ψ∈Jγ(µ,Φ)
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
Ψ∗T
. (135)
The next step is to show F (Φ∗) in (134) above is non-negative and hence G (Φ∗) ≥ nε. We
prove this claim by showing that the sequence G≤µ is a feasible solution of the optimization (P3).
For any G≤µ ∈ S, by the definition of F∆ in (123) and the constraints of λ in (127), it follows
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that
µ∑
T=1
GT ≤F∆µ + µλ
=nN −
K∑
T=µ+δK+1
1
2
Φ∗T + µλ+ 2∆
√
Fµ + ∆
2,
≤nN −
K∑
T=µ+δK+1
1
2
Φ∗T + 2µλ
leading to
2nN −
µ∑
T=1
2GT
≥
K∑
T=µ+δK+1
Φ∗T − 4µλ
≥
K∑
T=µ+2δK+1
Φ∗T (136)
≥ (1− γ)nP −
µ∑
T=1
Φ∗T (137)
where (136) follows by plugging in the condition (126). The last inequality (137) holds since
Lemma 5 indicates that for any γ > 0, there exists a δ > 0 small enough such that
µ+2δK+1∑
T=µ+1
Φ∗T ≤ γnP.
P4 =
∫
C
pC (C) max
µ0≤µ≤K
max
w∈W
sup
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
∫
x>µ
pX>µ|C>µ(w) (x>µ|C>µ (w)) (138)
sup
y>µ∈B(x>µ,Fµ)
1 (|W>µ\ {w}| > 0) dx>µdC.
P4 ≤
∫
C
pC (C) max
µ0≤µ≤K
max
w∈W
sup
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
∫
x>µ
pX>µ|C>µ(w) (x>µ|C>µ (w))1 (x>µ ∈ X>µ) dx>µdC.
(139)
Recall the definitions in (17)-(19). Note that (137) implies that any G≤µ ∈ S is a feasible
prefix given the optimizing sequence Φ∗ of the optimization problem (P3) in the set specified by
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P4 ≤
∫
C
pC (C) max
µ0≤µ≤K
max
w∈W
sup
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
Pr
X>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w))︸ ︷︷ ︸
q(C)
dC. (140)
P4 ≤
∫
C
pC (C) max
µ0≤µ≤K
max
w∈W
sup
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
1
(
Pr
X>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w)) > η) dC + η
≤
∑
µ0≤µ≤K
∑
w∈W
∑
W≤µ:M≤µ≤`
∫
C>µ
pC>µ (C>µ)1
(
Pr
X>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w)) > η)dC>µ + η.
(141)
(17)-(19). Hence the corresponding objective value satisfies
min
µ0≤µ≤K
inf
G≤µ∈S
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
GT
≥ min
µ0≤µ≤K
inf
Ψ∈Jγ(µ,Φ)
µ∑
T=1
log
Φ∗T
Ψ∗T
and as a conclusion G (Φ∗) ≥ nε. Substituting this back into (133), it follows that for every fixed
y≤µ ∈ Y, and we get
Pr
C

⋃
y≤µ∈B
(
yi≤µ
) E (y≤µ)
 ≤ K2nR−(`+1)
[
εθ−(β+log Λ)
]
K (142)
when n and K are large enough.
The last step is to consider a union of all subsets B (y≤µ (1)) , . . . ,B (y≤µ (D)) covering Y.
By combining (133) with (142) and noting that D =
(
2ρ
∆
)µ ≤ (2ρ∆)K , we obtain
P3 ≤ Dmax
i
Pr
C

⋃
y≤µ∈B
(
yi≤µ
) E (y≤µ)

≤
(
2ρ
∆
)K
K2nR−(`+1)
[
εθ−(β+log Λ)
]
K (143)
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where θ > 0, ` > 0, β > 0 are arbitrary, K = nθ and
∆ =
√
n
log n
,
ρ = 2
√
nP ,
Λ ≤ K log n
4
√
n
.
Substituting above into (143), after simplification we conclude
P3 ≤
(
4
√
P log n
)K
K2
nR−(`+1)
[
εθ−
(
β+log
(√
n logn
4θ
))]
K
.
B.2.2 Upper Bound on P4
Lemma 12. For any collection of codewords C, chunk index µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K, transmitted message
w ∈ W, pre-list W≤µ of size no greater than ` and any possible suffix x>µ ∈ C>µ (w),
sup
y>µ∈B(x>µ,Fµ)
1 (|W>µ\ {w}| > 0) (144)
≤1 (x>µ ∈ X>µ (C>µ,F,W≤µ, w, µ)) (145)
where X>µ (C>µ,F,W≤µ, w, µ) denotes the set{
x>µ ∈ C>µ (w) : There exists x′>µ ∈ C>µ (v) with
v ∈ W≤µ\ {w} such that
∣∣∣∣x>µ − x′>µ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
}
.
Proof. Recall
B (x>µ, Fµ) ,
{
y>µ ∈ Rn−µθ : ||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤ nN − Fµ
}
.
To see the inequality (144) in above, we fix any y>µ ∈ B (x>µ, Fµ). If the indicator func-
tion 1 (|W>µ\ {w}| > 0) gives a 1, by Definition 15, it means there exists some v 6= w and
x′>µ ∈ C>µ (v) such that
∣∣∣∣x′>µ − y>µ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ nN − Fµ. Since y>µ ∈ B (x>µ, Fµ), we also have
||x>µ − y>µ||2 ≤ nN − Fµ. Note that for any x>µ,x′>µ ∈ C , triangle inequality implies∣∣∣∣x>µ − x′>µ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ ||x>µ − y>µ||2 + ∣∣∣∣x′>µ − y>µ∣∣∣∣2
≤2 (nN − Fµ) .
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Therefore the indicator function 1 (x>µ ∈ X>µ) also takes value one.
From Lemma 12, by definition, probability P4 has the expression in (138). Continuing from
(138) and applying Lemma 12, the bound in (139) follows. Writing everything inside the second
integral as a conditional probability, we can further bound P4 in (140).
Let η > 0 be any constant and define a function q (C) of C in (140).
Truncating the RHS of (140) into two parts corresponding to q (C) ≤ η and q (C) > η
respectively,
P4 ≤
∫
C
pC (C) q (C)1 (q (C) > η) dC
+
∫
C
pC (C) q (C)1 (q (C) ≤ η) dC (146)
≤
∫
C
pC (C)1 (q (C) > η) dC + η.
By the definition of q (C), P4 can be bounded in (141).
It remains to show that for any chunk index µ0 ≤ µ ≤ K, transmitted message w ∈ W and
pre-list W≤µ of size no greater than `,∫
C>µ
pC>µ (C>µ)
1
(
Pr
X>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w)) > η) dC>µ (147)
≤
{
`2β(K−µ)e−Ω(nδ
2)/2P
}bη2β(K−µ)c
(148)
where Φ∗ denotes the minimal value of all coordinates of the sequence Φ∗.
Therefore (141) yields the desired bound on P4 such that
P4 ≤ K |W|
(|W|
`
){
`2β(K−µ)e−Ω(nδ
2)/2P
}bη2β(K−µ)c
+ η
by counting the total number of possible µ, w and W≤µ in the triple of summations.
The claim above is true by analysing the conditional probability
Pr
X>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w))
in (141) as follows. Note that by our construction of the encoder, for every suffix of codeword
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x>µ with a given µ,
pX>µ|C>µ(w) (x>µ|C>µ (w)) (149)
=
 12β(K−µ) if x>µ ∈ C>µ (w)0 otherwise (150)
meaning that given some division point µ and a fixed sub-collection of codewords C>µ, the probabil-
ity for each possible suffix of codeword to be transmitted is equal to each other (and there are in to-
tal 2β(K−µ) possible suffixes). Therefore once the probability PrX>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w))
is greater than η, sufficiently, it leads to the fact that inside the sub-collection of codewords
C>µ (w), more than α , bη2β(K−µ)c many suffixes of codewords are in the set X>µ. In this way
we have ∫
C>µ(w)
pC>µ(w) (C>µ (w))
1
(
Pr
X>µ|C>µ(w)
(
X>µ ∈ X>µ
∣∣C>µ (w)) > η)dC>µ (w) (151)
≤ Pr
C>µ
(∣∣∣C>µ (w)⋂X>µ∣∣∣ > α) (152)
where the randomness in the RHS is from the random sub-collection C>µ, more specifically, the
union of sub-collection ∪v∈W≤µ+wC>µ (v). It equals
Pr
C>µ
(∣∣∣C>µ (w)⋂X>µ∣∣∣ > α) ≤ (Pr
C>µ
(X>µ ∈ X>µ)
)α
(153)
since the suffixes in C>µ (w) are selected uniformly and independently.
Since each sub-collection C>µ (v) with v 6= w contains exactly 2β(K−µ) suffixes of codewords,
and there are at most ` many such v in W≤µ, we define
ξ , `2β(K−µ)
and denote all suffixes in ∪v∈W≤µC>µ (v) by {X>µ (1) , . . . ,X>µ (ξ)} then for a randomly selected
suffix X>µ, from the definition of the set X>µ,
Pr
C>µ
(X>µ ∈ X>µ)
= Pr
C>µ

ξ⋃
j=1
||X>µ −X>µ (j)||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
 (154)
≤ξmax
j
Pr
X>µ,X>µ(j)
(
||X>µ −X>µ (j)||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
)
(155)
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where the last inequality follows after applying union bound.
For all X>µ (j), over the randomness of C>µ itself and the selection of codewords in C>µ,
Pr
X>µ,X>µ(j)
(
||X>µ −X>µ (j)||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
)
= Pr
X>µ,X>µ(j)
 K∑
i=µ+1
||Xi −Xi (j)||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)

≤ Pr
Xµ+1,...,XK
(
||Xµ+1||2 + · · ·+ ||XK ||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
)
. (156)
The first inequality holds since the distribution and construction of X>µ = Xµ+1◦Xµ+2◦· · ·◦XK .
The last inequality (156) holds since ||XT −XT (j)||2 = ||XT ||2 + ||XT (j)||2 − 2XT · XT and the
term ||XT (j)||2 − 2XT is positive with probability larger than one-half. Therefore substituting
||XT (j)||2 − 2XT by zero does not decrease the probability.
The last step is to show that for every µ + 1 ≤ T ≤ K and a ∈ R, there exists a θ large
enough such that
E
[
ea(||XT ||
2−E[||XT ||2])
]
≤ e
a2Φ∗T
2 . (157)
Note that by the construction of the encoder, each XT (1 ≤ T ≤ K) is chosen uniformly
from a θ-dimensional ball with radius Φ∗µ. Therefore as proved in [24], if we denote I as a
random variable uniformly chosen from the unit interval [0, 1], XT can be regarded as I
1
θ times
a θ-dimensional vector A uniformly chosen from a sphere of radius
√
Φ∗T such that
XT = I
1
θ ·A
where ||A||2 = Φ∗T . In this sense, we know
E
[
||XT ||2
]
= E
[
I
1
θ ||A||2
]
= E
[
I
1
θ
]
Φ∗T
=
θ
1 + θ
Φ∗T (158)
and
E
[
ea||XT ||
2
]
= E
[
eaI
1
θ ||A||2
]
= E
[
eaI
1/θΦ∗T
]
(159)
=
∫ 1
0
eaI
1
θ Φ∗T dI ≤ eaΦ∗T . (160)
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Putting (158) and (160) together, we obtain
E
[
ea(||XT ||
2−E[||XT ||2])
]
≤ eaΦ∗T · e− aθ1+θΦ∗T
= e
a
1+θ
Φ∗T ≤ e
a2Φ∗T
2
where the last inequality follows by setting the dimension θ large enough. This is possible since we
set θ =
√
n. Therefore, (157) holds, which implies that ||XT ||2 is sub-Gaussian with parameter√
Φ∗T . Note that E [XT ] = Φ
∗
T for all T = µ+ 1, . . . ,K. Hence
∑K
T=µ+1E [XT ] =
∑K
T=µ+1 Φ
∗
T .
Also, from (42) in Definition 12 of the budget reference sequence, we have
2 (nN − Fµ) =
K∑
T=µ+Kδ+1
Φ∗T .
Therefore,
Pr
Xµ+1,...,XK
(
||Xµ+1||2 + · · ·+ ||XK ||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
)
= Pr

K∑
T=µ+1
||XT ||2 −
K∑
T=µ+1
E
[
||XT ||2
]
≤ −
µ+Kδ∑
T=µ+1
Φ∗T
 .
Considering above and applying Hoeffding’s inequality [25],
Pr
Xµ+1,...,XK
(
||Xµ+1||2 + · · ·+ ||XK ||2 ≤ 2 (nN − Fµ)
)
≤ exp
−
(∑µ+Kδ
T=µ+1 Φ
∗
T
)2
2
∑K
T=µ+1 Φ
∗
T
 (161)
= exp
−Ω
(
(δKθ)2
)
2nP
 (162)
=e−Ω(nδ
2)/2P . (163)
The inequality (162) holds since
∑K
T=µ+1 Φ
∗
T ≤ nP and
∑µ+δK
T=µ+1 Φ
∗
T = Ω (δKθ) in Lemma 5.
The inequality (163) holds since Kθ = n. Combining inequality (163) with (152), (153) and
(155), the result in (148) follows. This completes the proof.
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